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ABSTRACT

There is a powing emphasis on rnaritinp capabilities in the
development of military forces in the Western Pacific regiory
particularly in Northeast and Southeast Asia. This reflects both the
relative economic prosperity of the region and a growing concern over
maritime security issues. Regional countries are seeking to take
advantage of the technological developments which have occuned in
rccent decades in the field of rnaritime warfare; some are taking steps

towards defining their force stmctur€s in terms of what can be built
locally and what benefits can be gained for their economic
development as a whole from transfers of technology.

For all regional navies new issues have arisen. There is the
thorny qumtion of balancing nesources as well as the risk of oPting for
too high a military capability and being left with the wrong weapon in
the wrong fight. Much of the new equipment entering regional force
structures is based on stateof-theart technology and it is necessary to
develop the ability both to operate and to maintain it. New problems
are faced: of training and management, of shore-side support, and of
testing and evaluation. Technologies which lead to force structuring to
suit the unique environment of the region also lead to increased rigour
in defining missions, tasks and rcquirements, and ultimately to the
refinernent of doctrine and tactics.

This monograph is based on PaPers delivered at a seminar
pintly hosted by the Royal Australian Navy's Maritime Studies

Program and the Australian Naval Institute at HMAS Watsrrn. It
explores recent operational and technological developments in all
aspects of maritime warfare - air, surface and subsurface - and
touches on rurny of the issues facing force planners in respect to the
future of nraritime security.
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INTRODUCTION

Commander Dick Shenuoo4 RAN

There is a growing emphasis on maritirrn capabilities in the
developrnent of military forces in the Wesbrn Pacific regpory
particularly in Northeast and Southeast Asia. Ttris reflects both the
rclative economic prosperity of the rqgion and a growing concern over
rnaritirne seauity issues. Regional countries are seeking to take
advantage of the Fchnological developments which have occrrrred in
recent decades in the field of maritime warfare.

While sorne of these developrnents are beyond the financial
and Echnical capacity of sonE rcgional countries, there are others
which are within reach. This has led to some closing of the
technological gaps which existed previously between regional and
extra-regional navies.

Additionally, sorE nations in the rcgior1 including Australia,
are taking steps towards defining their strategic requirenrents and
force stnrctures in terms of what can be built locally and what benefits
can be gained for their economic development as a whole by the
rneans of transfers of technology. firis is a significant shift from past
pnactice of buying largely North Atlantic/European sensor/weapon
systenut, and reflects the many developments that have ocrurred over
the last decade, especially in the fields of:
t integrated compubr systems and distributed rnanagernent

systems;

' increasing role adaptability from prirnary designs;
o modular constructiory allowing broader options for

constmction/maintenance and repair/ nndification;

' potent but simple-to-fit sophisticated weapon systems;

' new materials allowing corunon hull/airframe shapes;

' system solutions that are readily transferable between surface
ships, submarines and aircraft; and
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o the increased hansfur of military and comnerrial tedmologies.

For all regional navies, there is the thorny question of
Uatanctng resourc€s (time, men, money and rnaerial) as well as the
risk of opting for too high a military capability and being left with the
wrong weapon for the wrong fight

Much of the new equipment enbring regional force stmcturcs,
including Australia's, is based on state-of-the-art Echnologies, and all
countries are going b have to develop the skill and ability to oPeraE
and maintain those sysEms. In terms of developrrrents in both surface
and subsurface combatants, the tnend is increasingly towards lower
manning, requiring the development of multi+killing and improved
management-bchniques. Ttrcre are also the problons of training, of
shoreside support and of hsting and evaluation. Technologies which
lead b force structuring to suit the unique environment of our region
also lead to increased rigour in defining missions, tasks and
rcquirements, and ultimaely to the development of doctrine and
tactics applicable to using the sensors and weapon systems that have

been adapbd to operate in that environment.

This monograph atbmpts to address some of these issues. It is
a collection of papers delivered at a seminar on Operational and
Technological Developments in Maritime warfare - Implications for
the WesErn Pacific, ioi.tly hosbd by the RANs Maritime Srudies

Program and the Australian Naval Institute at HMAS Watsn in May
199,. The papers explore rec€nt operational and technological
developments in all aspects of maritime warfare (air, surface and sub-

surface) and toudr on rnany of the issues facing force planners in
respect to the future of maritime security' The perspetive is primarily
Aultralian, although in the fields of developrrents in naval aviation
and subrnarines the two papers are by eminent US straEgic thinker
and naval comnrntator Dr Stanley Weeks, of Science Application
Intemational Corporation.



PART I

THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT





CHAPTER 1

THE POST-COLD WAR I\{ARITIME
STRATEGIC EIWIRONMENT
IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC

Ross Babbage

Introduction
The maritime strategic environment in the Western Pacific is

changng rapidly. The Cold War has gone and with it the threat of
global war and many of the deepseated frictions of the past. This is
unquestionably a positive development for intemational security.
However, with the end of the Cold War, much of the predictability and
comparative simplicity of the post-Second World War era has also
gone. To the extent that the Cold War was ever the'good guys'versus
the'bad guys; we now see many more shades of grey.

In the Western Pacific, the United States and Russia now have
rather different and less central roles to play. Their military Presences
are reducing and changing in nature and so are their Prirnary interests
in the region. Coinciding with this changed suPerPower role, we are
seeing the rapid rise of a number of regional Powers that are
demonstrating very rapid rates of economic growth and new levels of
competition.

This combination of a changing power balance, greatly
incr',eased regional wealth and high levels of uncertainty is
encouraging some development and rrodernisation of regional
military forces. In the maritime environment, many countries are
acquiring new-technology ships and aircraft and, despite the high
pric€s of such systems, unit numbers are generally being maintained
and, in many cases, rising.

Clearly we ,ue witnessing the emergence of a new
international order in the Western Pacific. It is characterised by
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increased levels of uncertainty, fluidity and, in many respecb, greater
complexity.

In this changing environment it would be dangerous to
assume'business as usual'. Many of the assumptions inherited from
the past may no longer be valid. However, the errrcrging security
environment in this theatre is not all bad news. Because of the fluidity
of the regional security environment, many regional cpuntries are
reviewing their security positions and there are unusual opportunities
to influence the shape of the new security framework that is ernerging.

So on the one hand this is a tirne of dunge uncertainty and
poEntially greater insecurity. On the other hand, however, it is also a
tinp of opportunity; for exploring the potential to build an
envinrnment of improved security, of doser dialogue and of expanded
cooperation.

Maior Elements of Change

The ChangeilRole of the Uniteil States

The collapse of the Soviet Union, the dissolution of the
Warsaw Pact and agreement between United States and Russia on
several far-reaching arrns reduction treaties has led to the
announcement by both of those countries of massive cuts in their
defence budgets and forces. Figure 1:1 gives some sense of the scale of
the reductions underway in the United States' military forces. Figure
1:2 highlights the downward trend of US forces deployed in the
Western Pacific. If we exclude forces that were deployed for the
Vietnam War, US military personnel deployed in East Asia and
Southeast Asia are now at lower levels than at any time since 1970.

The trend in US naval forces in the Pacific is also in a generally
downward directiory as can be seen from Figure 1:3. During the mid-
to-late 1990s, this pattern of reduced US naval force deploynrent is
likely to continue, at least for a time.
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Figure ftl
Proposed Cutg in US Military Forces

1992-1997

EE E.5i :.Eg.:-s Es
William Matthews, 'Aspin Base Force Would Be Smaller, Ughter, and
Faster' , Air Fmce Thnes, 4 lanuary 793, p.3.
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Figure 12
The Changing US Mtlitary Presence in the Asia'Pacific Region
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Figure 13
Trends in US Naval Forces in the Pacific

Anthony Preston, 'The Changing Balane in the PacifiC, letr's Dcfatce
WeckJy,2O September l9&4, pp.54&5fi; Tlu Military Balancc 19&4-85 (fhe
lnternational Institute for Shategic Studies, London, 7984), pp3,7,9; Tlu
Militery klance 198&89 (The International Instihrte for Strategic Studies,
london, 1988), pp.1&29; Tlc Milibry klance 7992-93 (The International
Instihrte for Sbategic Studies, london, 1993).
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Nevertheless, the United Sates certainly remains the strongest

military power in the Western Pacific by fat, and ib pattem of reduced
forward basing has not eroded significantly Washingtons capability O
surge forces into future Western Pacific trouble sPots. Forward staging
facilities are, of course, readily available to US forces in fapan, South
Korea, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia and Ausbalia.
This concept of forward placa rct bcses is very workable in operational
terms and may save the US taxpayer considerable sums of money.

However, simply arguing that the United States remains the
most powerful country in the Pacific overlooks several critical issues.

First, the demise of the USSR has had the effect of lifting much

of the discipline for commitment on Washington that was imposed by
the existence of a competing suPerPower. Much of the military-
strategic 'glue' holding the United States to the Western Pacific has

now dissolved. So the reducing US presence in the region is being
reinforced by a parallel reduction in the United States' inclitutbn to
become involved in the future.

There are now widespread doubts throughout Asia about the
preparedness of the Clinton and subsequent administrations to
iommit forces to this region in many circumstances of future tension
or conflict. Special concerns relate to the reticence of the United States

to commit forces for peacekeeping operations in Cambodia and to
support regional countries in the event of increased tensions in the

South CNna Sea. ln consequenc€, trumy regional cpuntries are

reassessing the assumptions they have made in the past about the

United States. Certainly the perceived value of many of the United
States' alliance linkages in the Pacific has changed.

The Change il Rus si en Role

The Russian role in the region has changed even morre

radically. The rise of Russian democracy, the survival of hesident
Yeltsiry and the growth of genuine cooperation and even partnership
between Moscow and the West, have diminished greatly regional
perceptions of a Russian military threat.

The trend in Russia's Pacific Fleet is also downwards, as can be

seen from Figure 1:4. These numerical projections do, however,
understate the real reduction in Russian operatiornl capability over the
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last five years. Many elements of the Pacffic Fleet are unmaintained
and training levels for most units are low. Unless there is a drarnatic
change in Moscow, the role of Russian maritime power in the Western
Pacific is likely to be greatly reduced for at least the next twenty yearc.

The RisingRob of Regional Stotes

While the role of the superpowers in the Western Pacific is
changing, and in most respecb reducing, rnany regional countries are
rising to much greater prominence. This is largely a consequence of
the spectacular rates of economic growth that rnany of the counhies in
this region have been able to sustain over the last twenty years. Figure
15 shows that during the last quarter-cenhrry several of these
countries have maintained growth rates of over 6 per cent per atrnum.
Moreover, Figure 1:6 shows that this economic growth has not menely
been a consequence of rapid population increases. GNP per capita
grew strongly in most of these countries. An examination of
international bank reserves reinforces this trend. In 198O Asian banks
held onesixth of world central bank reserves. They now hold two'
fifths and are rapidly approaching one'half. Significantly, the Asian
region now holds the largest single reserye of international investrnent
funds.

It is not just these countries' economic growth and the rapid
rise of their foreign currency holdings that has been remarkable. Also
noteworthy has been the dramatic modernisation and technological
development of most of these countries' industries. Their
manufacturing, transport, communications and other infrastructures
have been developed very substantially. Several of their research
institutes and sectors of industry are now operating at the forefront of
technology. Most of them possess industrial sectors that are extremely
competitive and have very good prospects for the future.

In the analogy of human growth, Asia could be said to be
youn& still at school, saving diligently and investing and building for
tomorrow. By contrast, the economies of the United States and
Australia have matured, taken on debt and are ageing rapidly.
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Figuet4
Ttuds in the Russian Pacific Fleet
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Figure 15

GDP Growth in the Asia-Pacific Region
(average annual percentage rate, 196$199{l)
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World Bank, World Daclopnen, Rz7rrrt 1992 (Oyiqd University hese,
New York, 7992), W.22G22l.
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Figure 1:6

GNP Pcr Captta Growth in the Asla-Pacific Region
(average annual percentage tate' 1965-19X))
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Figue1r7
Growth ln Contdner Trefflc ln Selected Aslan Ports
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The extraordinary economic dynamism of the Western Pacific
has numerous maritime dimensions.ln terms of comrnercial shipping,
the so<alled 'iron highway' through the Malacca Straits now carries
over 6(X) ships per day and several other major shipping routes in the
region display comparable congestion.

Figure 1:7 shows the growth of container traffic through
several Western Pacific ports in the period from 197F190. Hong Kong
and Singapore are now the world's two largest container ports. In 1990
this region handled a total of about 28 million containerc. This
compar€s to the US west coast's 7 million containers and the combined
total for all Australian ports of onty 1.7 million containers.

Moreover, this region seems likely to continue its world-
leading rates of economic growth well into the next century. Some
speculative projections suggest that, should present trends persist, tlre
economies of the United States, fapan and China may be of roughly
equal size by the year 2020. Whether thme proptions prove accurate
or not, the balance is dearly shifting rapidly, as can be seen in Figure
18. In an era when economic power is becoming the predominant
currelrcy of global power, the Western Pacific could be said to be in the
'box seat'.

The Pattqn of Westnn PacificDefence F.xpenilitures

The growing strength of regional countries and their concerns
about the increased uncertainties and greatrer fluidity in the
intemational environment are apparent from their substantial military
investrnents. In the Western Pacific region there is currently little
thought of papng peace dividends. The general trend is for defence
expenditures to be maintained or increased in real terms, as can be
seen in Figure 1:9.

The increasing strength and inlluence of these rising Asian
lx)wers, when combined with the falling regional inlluence of the two
superpo$'en, is creating a very different strategic environment from
the 1960s and 1970s. Regional power is much less concentrated, there
ane more countries with a substantial capacity to inlluence regional
security and there is a rising sense that many regional governments
now have rrpre freedom to exert pressure, including military pressure,
in their immediate regions. As we shall see, these trends are starting
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Figure 1:8

Relative Percentage Shares of World GDP
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World Bank, WorlilTebhs 1992 (fohn Hopkins University hess, Baltimor€,
1992); Asian and Pacific Development Centre (APDC), Asbn anil Pecifb
Ea nomy Tounril thc Yeat 2000 (APDC, Kuala Lumpur, 1987).
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Figure 19
rtendstnReetonalDdcnce.trj*trtfrielectedcountries
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to be reflected tn ttle tiue ard nature of *r.e .naval forces that are being

deployed herc.

Trends in Reglonrl Mrrltime Forces

Figuret 1110 and 1:11 show the long-Frm trends in naval

forces deployed by the stoFs of East ard southeast fuia. Figures 1:12

to 1:19 show tlre country holdings of rnapr surfaoe combatants,

rubmarines, Euritirns rec6nnaissance aircraft and combqt aircraft in
Erst Asia and southeael Asia in 1992. Figure 7:2U7227 show the

trcrrds in the holdings of rnair surface cpmbatants, subrryrines and

maritirne reconnaissi,nae aircraft in Japan, China, North Korea, South

I(otBa, Taiwan, Vietnam, the member countries of ASEAN combined,

anil ln Australia'

Thes€ nurnerical compariscrru do not, of course, tell the

complete story. ln particular, the qua,lity of the capabilities rnaintained
by these co.thtrieo varier 8ready- Frcr instance, if we compare the
pubrnarine forcea operahd by china and fapan lve can see a stark

conbast. China's quhnarfne force is alnrost three tinres the size of that
gperated by lapan, but 33 of its 46 iboats are ageing 1950s-vintage

Rbnno-ctass vesrels with very limitd clapabilities. By contrast, IaPan'!
CUbilurhes rab arrnngpt the most advanced conventionally powercd

boae in the world,

In general, howevet most of the new naval combatants now

being deployed in the WegFrn Pacific are at, or close to, the state of the

art for tlreir generic type, TtF fapanee Kongodass Aegis destroyers

have combai capabilities comparable to those of the United States'

Arleigh nurke-clase Aegip destroyers. Th€ new conventional

rubrnarine being brought into senrice by Australia, South Korea,

Taiwan arui fapan all havs advanced sensor suites and long-range

fgrpedo and anti*trtB missile lauru*ring capabilities. Even rnany of the

trnaller pabol aaft being inroduced into regional navies grry anti-

rhip milsiles and relativaly sophisticated comrnand and control
rysie s. Moteover, the simple numerical comparisons i" tk figures

do tot display the very sugitsntid advances many regional countries
have rnad-e in areas 

'guch 
ap rnaritine intelligence collection and

agsessrrent, wide-area surveillance, rnaritine cpmmand and control
anl in local suppty, repalr, refit and broader logistic suPPort.
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Figure 1:10
Trends in East Asian Naval Forceg
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Flgure 1:11
Trends in Southeast Asian Naval Forces
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Figure t12
Distsibution of Maior Surface Combatants in East Asia

1992
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Figure ft13
Distribution of Submarines ln East Asia
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Figure 1:14
Distribution of Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft in East Asia

1992
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Figure 1:15
Distribution of Combat Aircra-ft in East Asia

1992
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Figure 1:15

Dishibution of Maior Surface Combatants in Southeast Asia
1992
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Figure L17
Dishibution of Submarines in Southeast Asia

1992
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Figure 1:18
Distribution of Maritime Reconnaissance Aircraft in Southeast Asia

1992
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Figure 1:19

Distribution of Combat Aircraft in Southeast Asia
1992
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Figure t20
Trends in japanese Naval Forces

1970.1992
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Figure t21

Trends in Chinese Naval Forces
t97V1992

9rcessive fssu6 of Tlu Milibry Bchncc (Internadonal Instih*e for
Strategic Studies, london, 1969 l7Vl992/93r.
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Figue 1:22
Trends ln Nortr Korean Naval Forcee
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Figure 1:Zl
Tlends ln South Korean Naval Forceg
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Figue 1:24
Trends in Taiwanese Navd Forces
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Figue ft25
Trends ln Viehane$e Naval Forces
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Figue 195
Tlcnds in ASEAIY Nevd Forces
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Ttres€ dwelopnnnts are contributing to the derrcloprnent by
any western Pacific countsies of maritime fortes that are far rnore

capable than those of the 1980s.

Thc Merittnrc Stretegfc EnvLonment in the LE 199(b

In combinadoru these factors suggest that the Wesern Pacific
rnarifurr environnrent of the late 1990s will be significantly different to
that of the 197G and 198&. The superpowers, while still powerful,
will clearly be less cantral to regional strategic conclrns. This coimides
with a gehenal increase in security uncertainty and a growttt in the

scale and quality of most regional defence forces. It is perhaps

saluary O note that fapan now has more frigaEs and destrglers in the

Pacific-than the Unitedstahs, twice as many combat aircraft and twice
as many regUlar army and marine cprPs Penorurel. Forte relativities
are clearly ihanging, and the clinton administrations planned ft,uttEr
cuts to US forces aPFar lilely to exacerbae this disparity.

While there is general unease in the region about rnany- of
tlse frnds, there is no slgn at Pres€nt that JaPan, China or any other
maix player plaru to use its maritine forces b dominatre the region.

Vost ;ouhtries are carefully tailoring their forces to their specilic
maridllE cilcumstanc€s. Nearly all are focusing on short-to-nrediurn-
range rnaritirne denial capabilities, combining a mix of surface and air
ass€tg ard, in sorte cases, submarines as well.

No WesErn Pacific country currently Possesg€o the rnaritime
capabiliti$ that would be required to proirt and sustain substantial
rnltitaqtr power over long distances. In particular, rpne has the
capabilities to protrt independently and sustain rnnpr surface
combaane inb a totrUy defunded envirronment beyod the range of

larut-based aircraft

. While these observations sugget that rnaix conflict at sea is
unlikely in this region in the laE 1990s, the potential for hara$rnents,
excharlges of fire and even serious regional clashes cannot be

excluded. In fact, given the numerous rnaritime disputeo that rcrnain
unresolved in the Wes6rn Pacific, the possibility of acdve hostilitieg

before the end of the decade in the South China Sea and possibly

els€wher€ cannot be exduded.
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These circumstances certainly suggest a need to qrnsider
carefully the risks of mnflict and the potential consequences of it
arising. But they also highlight the importance of focusing on the
potential for conflict avoidance and doser regional security
cooperation.

The Scope forMaritime Cooperation and Confidence Building
One of the positive aspects of the rapid pace of change in the

Westem Pacific is that most, if not all, countries of the region are
reassessing their security and, for the present at least, seem unusually
open to new forms of dialogue and new security approaches. This
pnrvides a fertile environment for expanded maritime cmperation and
confidence building.

Indeed, we have recently seen some important advances. For
the first time, the ASEAN Post-Ministerial Council GMC) included a
range of security issues on its agenda at its meeting in Manila in fuly
1992. This wide'ranging discussion considered the security situation in
the South China Sea, the changing US military role in the region, the
overseas deployment of Japanese peacekeeping forces and the
Cambodian situation. For an organisation that has, in the past, focused
heavily on economic, social and political cooperatiory and has shown a
deep aversion to security issues, this was a significant advance.l

Many countries in the region are also taking modest steps to
put morc information concerning their security plans on the public
record, to be more open to dialogue and to share more information.
Intelligence exchanges are now more frequent, and in some cases

continuouE, between regional countries. Shared intelligence now
coverr not only military matters, but criminal, customs, immigration
and other conc€rns.

The network of combined military exercises is also expanding.
These continue to be mostly bilateral but there is a noticeable
relaxation by some countries of, especially some ASEAN countries, of
their previous reservations about sharing each other's sea and air space
and exercise and range facilities.

1 Fot a useful discussion of these and related developments, see Commodore Sam
Baterran, pr{\f, lrrild a West Pac Naval Alliance', Uniad S|r'|r;s Nawl Institutc
hocuilings,Y oLllg / | | 1079, Iantary 193, pp.7742,
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Several important initiatives have also been laundred to foster
regional discussions on maritime issues. The first biennial Western
Pacific Naval Symposium was held in Sydney in 1988 bringing
together senior naval officers from the ASEAN countries, China, Japan,
South Korea, the United States, Australia, New Zealand and Papua
New Guinea. These symposiums have fostered useful discussion and a
network of personal friendships. They also promise Potentially
valuable spin-off activities. A subsidiary workshop was held by naval
representatives in lultJ 7992 to discuss procedures for the exchange of
information on rnaritirre activities of common conc€rn.

A parallel very successful initiative was the conference held in
Sydney in Novenrber 1991 on Maritime Change: Issues for Asia. This
was irintly hosted by Vice Admiral MacDougall and Ken Flarris, the
Managrng Director of ADI. It brought together senior naval officers
from most Asian counbies and leading maritinre specialists for an
intensive twoday exchange on a range of priority subiects.2 The
friendliness and carnaraderie that began at this conference continues in
various forms.

For the future, there is a healthy list of proposals for further
cooperation. To use Professor Ball's phrase, there are several new
'building-block' candidates that have the _potential to further foster
regionaf security cooperation and dialogue.3

For instance, the Llstitute of Strategic and International Studies
in Kuala Lumpur has suggested the concept of a Regional Maritime
Surveillance and Safety Regime for Southeast Asian waters. This
proposal could provide a medium for monitoring illegal activities,
sharing information (induding surveillance information), combating
piracy, enhancing maritime safety and controlling pollution. Indeed,
some of this agenda has already moved off the conference table into
reality with the luly 1992 signing of an anti-piracy accord between
Indonesia and Singapore. These countries are now coordinating

Ras Babbage and Sam Bateman (eds), Medtitu Chorgc: Issu pr Asia (Allen &
Unwin in association witr the Royal Ausbalian Navy and Australian Defene
Industries Lt4 Sydney, 1993).
Desrrond Ball, Building Bluks for RzgioruI Scctt'ity: An Aushalbn Pqyrtloc on
CotFrd.ruc arul Seatrity Building lvleesures rcSBMs) br tlu AsblPaefu Rcir
(Shategic and Defence Studieg Centrg Australian National University, Canberra,
1991).
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surveillance and paholling in the Malacca Straits and adiacent waters.4

Other potentially valuable proposals for enhanced maritime
cooperation include the development in the broader Western Pacific
region of a regional avoidanceof-incidents-at-sea regirrre. There may
possibly be scope for extending this proven concept from the major
powers into a locally grown variant.

There is, however, a need for patience in pursuing these
initiatives. Progress in many of these fields will most likely be slow
and needs to proceed within a framework of regional cons€nsus. A key
constraint is that the interests of many Western Pacific countries differ
greatly. Indeed, the fact that some countries see their neighbours as the
most likely source of future threat is an obvious complication. Many
regional countries are hesitant to enter dialogue on complex regional
security issues if this is seen to have the potential to encroach on their
staunchly defended national prerogatives. In additiory most regional
countries' experience of defence cooperation is limited, and most
cooperation that does take place is conducted on a bilateral basis.
Multilateral cooperation frequently raises political and other
sensitivities that require careful handling.

Conduslon

Given these formidable obstacles to rapid progress in maritime
cooperation and confidence building, can a country like Aushalia
make a useful contribution? There is no doubt that the answer to this
question is yes.

All countries in the region are now acutely aware of the rapid
changes that are taking place around them. They realise that the global
and regional power balance is altering significantly and many are
troubled by the emergence of old tensions and the rise of new elemenb
of competition. It is perhaps ironic that this environment of increased
fluidity and uncertainty is encouraging many countries in the region to
be open to new security approaches and avenues of dialogue in a way
that they have not been since at least the Second World War. How
long this period of fluidity and ccomparative openness will last is
difficult to predict.

4 Fo. details, see Michael Richardson, 'Crackdown on Piracy', Asb-Paeific Defmec
Rcpor ter, Adober-November 1982, p.4.
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However, for a crountry like Australia the opportunities for
enhanced maritime dialogue and cooperation arc too good to be
missed. Throughout the Western Pacific, Australia is generally seen as

benign and friendly, and having no outstanding border dispubs with
its neighbours. Moreover, Australia possesses naval forces and naval
personnel that are higNy professional and widely respected.

The new structures and patterns of Western Pacific security
are being put in place now. By working actively to encourage Sreater
dialogue and doser maritime cooperation we have a unique chance to
help make the future.



PART II

DEVELOPMENTS IN UNDERWATER
WARFARE





CHAPTER 2

SUBMARINES

Stan Weeks

The end of the Cold War has altered the strategic environment
in many ways, and submarine warfare is no exception. C-onsideration
today of the future of submarines might have as a theme'Back to the
Future', since the most significant developmenb will involve
broadening subrnarine roles to a variety of missions like in the pre
Cold War era. A colrunon maxim holds that 'the best anti-subrnarine
warfare (ASW) asset against one submarine is another submarine'.
During the Cold War, the overwhelming priority to counter the Soviet
submarine threat largely transformed submarines into platforms from
which to attack other submarines. Since the demise of the Soviet
Uniory however, developrnents in underwater warfare have expanded
the roles of submarines to include more varied missions. This multi-
mission focus harkens back to the preCold War er4 and also conforms
well to the new littoral emphasis delineated in the United States

Navy's White Paper, From the Sea.l

Beyond the anti-submarine missiory current developrnents in
submarine warfare include other missions such as covert surveillance
and reconnaissance. The surveillance/reconnaissance roles were, of
course, very important (although seldom publicised) during the Cold
War. With modern technological advances, and a variety of potential
adversaries of less technological prowess, submarines have now
become a particularly effective platform from which to execute such
operations. Signals, electronic, and acoustic intelligencecollection
capabilities continue to be valued.

Another new/old mission for submarines is the covert
insertion and extraction of Special Operations Forces or intelligence
agents. Again, this mission harkens back to the preCold War era.

1 US Departmmt of the Navy and US Marine C-orpe White Pape, '- Frcrn tlu fu
Prcpring lrr Naw,I Savie for thc 27st Cen ru1y, Washington DC, September 1992.
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Another traditional role gaining new currency in the present
refocusing of submarine roles and missions is strike/land attack. The
concept is certainly not new: during the Second World War, fapanese
submarines had guns for attacking shore targeb. The difference
between then and now, though, is the extended reach now available. In
fact, there has been much discussion of a conoantbtul strategic role (that
is, us€ of a conventional weapon with strategic range/effect) for the
Tomahawk land-attack cruise missile on all newer US nuclear attack
submarines.

Covert mining of harbours, sbaib, and coastal waters has
always been a dassic submarine role. Without the exclusive focus on
anti-submarine warfare prevalent during the C-old War, this mission is
receiving more attention. Similarly, US concentration on ASW against
the Soviets also precluded the optimisation of any torpedo for anti-
surface warfare. The Soviet Navy, as well as othens, maintained this
anti-surface tor@o capacity. Now, with the submarine'launched
Harpoon, anti-surface attack range has been extended, and is also
autonomous after launch.

United States nudear attack submarine forces are changing in
force stnrcture and force employment to reflect the new littoral, multi-
mission emphasis of US strategy. With respect to the force structure,
in the 19G98 time period, ten Los Angeles-class submarines currently
under construction in addition to up to three newer Seawolf
submarines will enter the force. But almost forty other submarines,
including early Los Angeles<lass attack submarines, will be retircd by
the year 2000. This is necassary to reduce the planned nuclear-powered
attack submarine (SSN) force from the Cold War number of 100 to the
new figure of 55 by the year 2000.

US Navy submarine force employrnent has also changed.
There are now two SSNs assigned to every carrier battle group. In
1992, a total of nineteen Pacific attack subrnarines operated in battle
group support operations. A new Subnurine Support Manual with
doctrine for surface force employment of attack submarines, as well as
improved communications, are helping US Nary surface and
submarine forces operate better together. Mor@ver, the US nudear
attack submarine force has a new shallow-water antidiesel emphasis,
although the diesel submarine still poses difficult challenges. SSNs are
also increasingly being integrated into US amphibious task forces for
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strike, antidiesel operations and surveillance missions. In 1992, US

nuclear attack submarines even played a greater role in regional
pr€sence - there were twentyeight US attack subrnarines that
conducted exercises with twenty other countries, twelve of which were
in the Pacific.

During the Cold War, nuclear-powered ballistic missile
subrnarines (SSBNs) served a vital stratq$c role for the United States,

as one lqi of the strategic triad. These submarines continue to serve

this strategic function today. The United States currently deploys 55

per cent of its shategic nuclear deterrent force on SSBNs. The former
Soviet Union deployed 30 per cent of its strategic force on submarines,
but under START II, the Russians will increase this percentage by
almost half, to 53 per cent. A recent two-year US C'overnment
Accounting Office study gave the highest marks to the US ballistic
missile submarine force. Of a total of twenty-two US ballistic missile
submarines, ten ale stationed in the Pacific.

Iooking to the future, the US Narry will continue to emphasise
the littoral environment, with its shorter reaction tinre and increasingly
complex battle-space. Submarines will be the'point of the spear'in the
suqging forward of the primary battle or amphibious grouP forces and
provide the covert reconnaissance and surveillance that define the
battlespace. The US Navy is still designing ib next-generation, post-
20fl) attack submarine. The initial Centurion design alternatives reveal
a continuing US preference for nuclear propulsion, in view of the

distance US attack submarines must deplo/, as well as on-station
endurance. One area that is likely to see a greater US Navy nuclear
attack submarine role is mine warfare, with additional minelaying
capability now added to the Los Angeles<lass submarines, ild
possible future mine counterrneasures roles for SSNs, through onboard
s€nsors and deployment of unmanned underwater vehides-

All of these changes in the US submarine forces will
evenh'rally influence the role of submarines globally, including in the

Pacific region. Moreover, in the Pacific, the Russian submarine fleet
will continue to influence the naval environment. The new Russian
naval plans, for example, still emphasise nuclear attack submarines.
(One difference, however, is that the Russians plan to build these

subrnarines in European Russia, as opposed to Pacific Russia.)
According to the Australian defence analyst Desmond Ball,
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approximately thrce dozen nudear attack submarines are in the
Russian Pacific Fleet 2 rnanned at 90 per cent. Despite this relatively
high manning level, overall readiness and maintenance are chronic
problems. In spiE of these issues, tlrough, the Russians are still using
SSNs to protect their ballistic missile submarines in their Pacific and
Atlantic bastions.

The People's Republic of China retains a large submarine
force, but the Chinese recently acknowledged that only approximately
frtty of their attack submarines were operational. This nurnber
includes five Handass nuclear attack submarines, and one SSBN. For
the most part, however, the PRC submarines are old Romeo<lass
diesel-powered attack boab. Operationally, there have been rccent
reports of a shift of some these attack submarines from the North Seas
Fleet to the South Seas Fleet, for use in South China Sea patrols.

In the rest of the Pacific, fapan has fifteen very rnodern
conventional submarines. Taiwan has two old US Guppydass diesel

submarines , two Zwardvis modern Dutch diesels, and plars for six to
ten additional modern diesel submarines. ln South Korea, the first
modern C'erman diesel 209-class attack submarine was delivered in
October oI 7992, with five more expected by 1998. North Korea
reporbdly still has twenty-six submarines (22 Romeo, 4 Whiskey-
class), as well as 44 midget submarines for special forces insertion. On
the subcontinent, India has sixteen submarines, including eight
modern Russian Kilodass diesel attack submarines, with eight more
Kilos proiected, as well as two German 209s under construction.
Pakistan has six diesel attack submarines, four French Daphne-class
and two Agosta-class.

ln Southeast Asia, only Indonesia possesses submarines - two
209s were purchased in 1981. In )anuary 1993, Indonesia ordered three
additional 209s for delivery by 1996. Malaysia has decided, in principle,
to acquire four submarines, and Singapore is considering its position.
Thailand is actioely considering whether or not to acquire submarines,
making the possibility of significant submarine proliferation in
Southeast Asia very real. The country with the most rnodern

See Desurond BaL The Pct C-old War Maritime Stsategic Envlronnent in East
Asia' in Dick Sherryood (dr, Irlarilirru Pottxr h tlu Chhe fus: C-epbilitks lanl
Rllti.rritL (Ausralian Deferre Studies Centre, Australlan Defence Fore Academn
C:nberra, 1994),p.4.
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submarine fleet is, of course, Australia, with six Collins submarines to

be commissioned in the 1995-99 tine period.

With so many Pacific countries possessing at least a few
submarines, the question of their potential use is of particular interest.

The roles and missions of these submarines are similar to those

outlined earlier including, especially, surveillance and reconnaissanoe.

For Japan and South Korea, their submarines will primarily perform
surveillance and patrol of their vital adiacent sea lines of
communication. Forthe ASEAN states, submarines may perform the
role of longer range surveillance of approaches to the critical straits.

Anti-surface warfare is another Potential role for submarines of all the
Pacific nations. There rnay be a heightened submarine role in anti-

surface warfare due to the vulnerabilities of coastal patrol boats

demonstrated in Desert Storm. This submarine anti+urface mission
might be especially important in Southeast Asia, where nuny
countries are acquiring land-based maritime aftack aircraft, which
rcnder coastal pabol boats more vulnerable. North Korea (and

possibly even the People's Republic of China, in the Spratlys) have

used submarines for the covert insertion of forces. And, finallt the
mining of straits and approaches by submarines could be particularly
critical in the Northeast and Southeast Asia region. As maritime
sunreillance improves, the roles and missions of submarines (which

can operate covertly) will be likely to expand.

In conclusiory then, the effectiveness of submarines will
continue to increase, and the roles and missions of submarines will
continue to expand. There are rurny new technologies, including air-
independent propulsion in the near future, that will contribute to the
new-emphasii on submarines in a full spectrum of multi-mission roles

in the new global and Pacific regional strategic context.



CHAPTER 3

ANTI-SUBMARINE WARFARE

Lieutenant Commander Graeme Drutlq RAN

This chapter is about regional developments in anti-submarine
warfare and their impact on the naval balance. It is a clichd to say that
the aim of ASW is b deny an adversary the effective use of his
subnrarines. What is not so commonly stressed, however, is the word
effectioe rather than use, and that this denial can be done thlough a
variety of measures in addition to the traditional use of ASW forces at
sea to detect, classrfy, localise and attack subrnarines. Other options
can include offensive action to destroy submarines in their bases or to
destroy critical supporting infrastruchrre, the use of subrnarines or
offensive mining outside bases to destroy an opposition's boats on exit,
or to deter an opponent from putting to sea. ASW also indudes
supporting measures such as oceanographic research to fully
urderstand and exploit the underwater environnrent, indigenous
research and development (R&D) into ASW systems tailored for our
own conditions, and intelligence collection to determine a potential
advensary's submarineoperating pafterns, capabilities and acoustic
signatures. These support activities are necessaty to ensure that ASW
assets can be utilised most effectively when required. Anti-submarine
activities rnay also be undertaken by national agencies other than
defence, for example diplomatic efforts designed to dissuade regional
countries from acquiring or enhancing a submarine capability.

kaving that aside, this chapter will focus on the npre
traditional ASW neasures. The use of submarines in AS\AI will not be
addressed. The first part of the chapter conctnFates on the
technological developments that are occuring in ASW, as these
technologies are lilely, in time, to appear within our region. The
second part addresses regional ASW trends and considers the
implications of these trends for the regional balance. Ttre force
structures of regional navies is only lightly touched on, as it is trends
that are important in the longer ternu not the specifics of equipment
acquisition.
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General Tedrnological Trends in ASW

The New World Order has imposed a fundamentally different
rationale on ASW for the United StaEs, and this is affecting the way
ahead. No longer is the sole concern for the United States the
detectability and counterdetectability of SSBNs and SSNs; a new
conoern is how to combat quiet conventional submarines in shallow
water. This requirernent has been hitherto overlooked and the
problems which have been faced for some time are now being
addressed.

Two comrnon expressions in ASW are that 'the passive

window is closing/has dosed', and 'you @nnot find conventional
submarines with towed arrays'. The solutions to these problems are

seen .rs lying in low-frequency active GFA) sonar and alternative
sigrnl-processing strategies. Whilst LFA may be the active way to the
future, the signal-processing advances may show that conventional
subrnarines can be detectable passively; the passive window may
remain ope& although the information to be obtained and the way it is
obained may have changed dramatically.

Lout-Frequenq Actioe
A number of approaches have been proposed for LFA, the

maprity based on sotrre 
-type 

of bi-static or multi-static application-l In
general terms, this involves transrnission of low-frequency acoustic
pulses from one site, with reception of the reflected signal by a

separate sensor, either colocated on the same platform or at a

geographically removed site, or sites. A bi-static approach could, for
example, consist of transmission on a low-frequency hull-mounted
sonarwith reception via an array towed by the same ship, an approach
being pursued by the US Navy to allow the Surveillance Towed Array
Sonalbystem (SURTASS) ships to oPerate in shallow water.2 Other bi-
static and multi-static possibilities are:

t transmission by a shipborne variabledepth sonar (VDS) with
receptionby a towed arrayi

1

2

For a god unclassified description of the bi-static/ mul!,sQ!c- oncep-ts seeJ'f'
lok'Active Revolution in ASWSonars',lane's Dcfence Wuldy'20July 1991, p.103'

lnsidc Thc Naty, Vol.4 No.l, 4 January 193.
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' transmission by a helicopter VDS with reception by a towed-
array ship or number of ships;

t transmission by a helicopter VDS with reception via a patErn
of sonobuoys; and

t transmission by a bottorrrmounted transmitter with reception
by towed-array ships, sonobuoy field or boftom-mounted
array.

In all these approaches, with the exception of having the
transmitter and receiver co-located on the same platform, accurate
knowledge of the position of the transmitter or the instant of
transmission is required. From this informatiorL and using the
difference in arrival times and bearings for the direct path and
reflecbd path signals, a location for the submarine can be determined.

The accuracy of pinpointing the submarine's position suffers,
however, with LFA.ln some cases this accuracy is insufficient for the
launch of a homing tor$o. In an operational scenario, initial long-
rirnge detection and tracking could be undertaken with LFA sonar, but
fire<ontrol solution generation and attack would require a nx)re
accurate sensor; for example, a medium-frequency sonar or a non-
acoustic sensor such as rnagnetic anomaly detection (MAD).

O tlpr Ac oustic D n elopments

Other acoustic developments in ASW also feature the use of
towed-array technology. For example, a bottom-array field can be
integrated with a bottom-mounted sonar and weapon system to
prcvide hands off protection for focal areas. In such an arangement
the aray field detects acoustic noise, passively classifies the source
and obtains initial positional information. Having determined that the
sourc€ is a target of interest, either through reference to an on-line
signaturc library or by analysis from an operator ashore, the sonar,
most likely a low probability of intercept (LPI) sonar, is activaEd, the
target is tracked and a firecontrol solution generated. Engagement
could then be undertaken utilising the embedded weapon systern This
entire process could be computer controlled, perhaps with an
overriding command function positioned ashore to 'wakh'
developments via a fibre-optic link and orchestrate the engagement.
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Totally optic arrays will become possible in the longer term,
with benefits in simplified array design and reduced mst making the
use of exbenely large networla of arrays feasible.3

Signal-Prccessing D eu eI opments

New directions in signal processing aim to ilo more with thc
sane rather than to ilo more with less. That is, signal-processing
stsaEgies are being developed to utilise information that already exists
in the received signal but which is presently not utilised; most
particularly with regard to transienb. As the name implies, these
transients are not permanent features of the submarine, but occur due
to rnachinery state, or other changes - for example, opening a bow cap.
Analysis of these transienb can give detection, classification and
tracking opportunities, but can also, if properly understood and
utilised, give indications as to the operational stahrs and intentions of
the contact.

Other developments are occurring in the processing of random
arra)'s. For example, the output of each buoy in a sonobuoy field can
be processed to form a single large array thereby providing higher
array gain and lower frequenry detection than would have been
possible from each buoy individually. The approach requires accurate
positional knowledge of each buoy within the pattern. Problems
experienced to date in this regard may be overcome with the use of a
global positioning system (GI'iS) receiver in each sonobuoy.

N on-Acoustic D eo el opments

Another area of ASW which has been of intense long-term
interest, but liftle result, is that of non-acoustic detection (NAD). Any
breakthrough in wide'area NAD systems would have significant
strategic implications. Systems known to be under consideration
include space'based systems, an improved magnetic anomaly
detection system, the use of light for detection and ranging, and
detection of the submarine through the detection of the internal
disturbances its passage causes in the water column. With the
exception of the latter, all would appear to have greatest

See D. Foxwell, 'Fibreoptic Sonars: Qptical Arrays for Acoustic ftetection',
Intnrstionel Defenx Reobw , 3 / 1992, Mardr I 92, pp .239-242.
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utility for shallow-water work, and most particularly for
geographically constrained iueas.

Weryorc
In ASI I weapong the rnain technology rcrnains the torpedo,

although the requirenurt b work in shallow waErs has revived
international inErest in both depth charges and thrown wealx)nE,
particularly as a cLassification aid. For brpedo counErreasures rnost
interest rerrrains in the anti-brpedo brpedo and in decoys, both bwed
and off-board. A rnortar-style s)'sbm akin to the RBU 1000 fitted to ex-

Soviet warshipe can also be an dfective systern agahst incoming
torpedoes 6ased on modelling, it can be over 90 Per cent effective),
but does require threedirrrcnsional knowledge of the brpedo's
position and that engage[Ents be conducted at short range.a

At str eli cn D n elopnents

Tlre developrnents coverd so far are all being considered
overseas. Australian ASW activities centne on two main areas: signal
processing ard slim-line bwed arrays. Two slirpline technologies
have been developed. Ttre first is the solid-fill trGriwara streamers
currently in full-scale engineering development (FSED) by GEC-
Marconi Sysbms (GMS), from initial work undertaken within the
Defence Science and Tectrnology Organisation (DSTO).s Tesb and
trials conducted to daE have indicaH that the array will meet the
acoustic ard nschanical specifications against whidr the technology
has been developed.

Ttre other technology is Nararna, a slim-line fluid-fiIled array
developed by Aushalian Sonar Systenu (AUSSYS). A sea tial of a
Nararna array rras conducbd in March this year utilising an Oberon
submarirrc. It would appear that the trial was sucressful an{d that the
array showed low levels of self-rnis€.

Both array technologies will have utility for surface ship,
subrnarhe and bottom-nrounbd applications.

4 C.l Dturl$ An lnvestigatkn of the Effecdvenees o{ e }brd Kill Torpedo C-onE
- Maelresylt€st RoydNrvdEngirwingCdlegeMane&n, f988 (unp$lished).
) Fq ooyerage of the Kartwen tecturology erd epplicttioru see GA. Dunh

'KARIWARA - Au*ralh at the Leading Edge of Towed Array Development',
I\&ritirru Shtdir., M.6t, fanuery/February 1993.
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Impllcations for the Regional Maritirne Balance

It is well documented that regional countries are showing a
heighbned inErest in all rnaritime aspecb of warfare; and this
includes submarine and anti-submarine capabilities.6 It is not
unreasonable to expect, therefore, that increasingly advanced systems
will be progressively introduced.T The driving forces for these
maritime dwelopment are:

' The r€quir€ment to maintain the security of the regional sea

lanes of communication (SLOC) for ongoing economic
performance and development. This indudes any perceived
vulnerability of traffic in thes€ lanes to submarine
interdiction.s

o The requirement to maintain the security of maritime claims
made under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Iaw
of the Sea (UNCLOS), particularly noting that China a mapr
player in any final determination of boundaries, possesses a
large submarine force.

' The requirement to crcnduct surveillance of national maritime
estates. Such surveillance must include the underwater
environment if it is to be complete.

In addition to improvements in its surface ASW capability,
Indonesia is known to be particularly interested in bottom-mounted
arrays for focal area and archipelagic surveillance. For an archipelagic

Australia's Stletegb Planning in tlu 7990s (Departnrental Publications, Departmmt
of Defmce, Canberra, 27 November 1989); paragraph 5.4, for example, states:

Whereas, traditionally, regional counEies have conentrated on land
forces, and continue to retain significant capabilities in this area, there
are dear hends in regional fore structure development which
indicate increasing emphasis on naval and air forces, especially for
maritime operations.

For coverage of more gmeral hends in the defene spending of Southeast Asian
nations, see Chin Kin Wah (ed.l, Defeacc Spending in Southrzst z{sia (lnstihte of
Southeast Asian Shrdies, Singapore, 1989).
For a (now somewhat dated with the demise of the Soviet Union) discussion on
the security of the sea lane of communication in Asia, from the perspective of the
individual counhies, see L.T. Soon and L.L. To (eds), Thc Sccr.rfty q ilE Sea lena of
Conmunication in the Asie-Pacifb Region (Cenhe for Advanced Studies, Singapore
Institute of International Affairs and Heinemann Publishers Asia, Singapore,
1988).
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nation with a vast numhr of potential baruit routes, the use of
bottonrmounted arrays is an understandable and cost+ffective
solution. It allows continuous surveilLance to be undertaken, for both
surface and subsurface traffic. This is not to i-ply that fixed arrays
will be a total solution for Indonesi4 only that they can fulfil a
significant part of the total surveillance requirement in a cost'effective
way.

Singapore has recently acquired an ASIIV capability through
the VDS fitted to its new dass of missile corvettes. An ASW capability
is considered by the Singapore Navy to be a critical factor in the
fulfilment of its role to safeguard the freedom of navigation through
the adiacent SLOC.e Noting the limited extent of ib maritime estaF,
and that the platforms have tasl.s other than ASW to perform, the
utilisation of relatively short-range, shipborne sensors for the
undenvabr surueillance task is considered a cost+ffective option as it
avoids the high capital cost of dedicated ASW infrastructure.

Malaysia and Thailand are also in the Process of upgrading
their maritime capabilitie. Malaysia has acquired two new frigates
with an ASW capability and helicopters with dipping sonar are under
consideration. Thailand is also believed to be in the market for ship
borne ASW helicopters and additional frigates.

For these crcuntries the choice of surveillance plafforms is not
so dear-cut. lvlalaysia in particular could face a number of different
ASW renarios, which may affect the choice of capability. Malaysia is a
geographically separated countty with three main coastlines along
which to cnnduct surveillance. Over 90 per cent of its external trade is
seaborne.l0 It has a requirement to rnaintain the lines of
communication between East and West Malaysia. It also, along with
China, Taiwan, Vietnam, the Philippines and Brunei, is a daimant for
part of the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea.u In order to fully
meet all requiremenb, Malaysia will need a range of ASW capabilities,

lnt€rview with tre Chief of the Navn Royal Singapore Navy, Gonrmodore Teo
Chee Teo, as reported in G. Toresrans, The Republic of Singrpore Navy', Neal
Forcas, VoLXII,No.T / 7992, lanuary 1992, pp.lGl4.
B.A. fhmzah, Sea Ianes of C-ommunication Security: A Malaydan Perspecdve'ln
Soon and To (eds[ n Sccurity of ttu Sa lttzs of Cllnmlln,icetim h tlu Asb-Prcifu
xc;gin,p.ll9.
For a god descrtpdur of the stahrs of the overlap,pdng soverdgnty drims in the
South China Sea, see K Conboy, The Future Southeast Adan Seorrity

ll
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including shipborne sensors and ASW helicopErs for SLOC
protection and for a presenae in the Spratly IsLands, and maritime
patrol aircraft for surveillance of the Indian Ocean approaches and the
South China Sea.

Whilst the strategic rationale for the interest in ASW by
Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia is readily apparent, the same
cannot be said for Thailand.l2 Thailand's economy is not heavily
dependant upon sea transport (as are those of Singapore and
Malaysia),l3 Thailand does not have concerrs over archipelagic
sectrity and SLOC surveillance (as does lndonesia), Thailand does not
have maritime sovereignty claims, nor internal communication line,
to consider (as does Malaysia). It does, however, have two separate
coastlines over which to conduct surveillance.

It has been stated by a Thai commentatror on defunce issues

that, due to the conflicting dernands of the political and military roles
playd by the Thai military, exacerbated by inter-service rivalry and
competition for budget allocations, 'where defence spending in general
and arnu procunement in particular are concerned, there is no priority-
setting Uasea on security requirements or threat perceptions'.l4
Interest in ASW by the Royal Thai Navy GTN) may therefore only be
a continuation of a wider interest in the acquisition of submarines.

How are these improvements in ASW capabilities likely to
change the regional maritime balance? Are these changes threatening
to regional stability, or are they beneficial in some way? Can they be
used to further regional cooperation and confidence building?

Environmmt', Strttcsic Rmicu,Vo[)O( No3, Summer 192, pp34.39.
For further detail of the sbategic perceptions of these countries see the rdevant
sections of Chin Kin Wah (ed.l, Defuce Sptndrng in Sor.tlrrrlst r{sic Sukhumbrand
Paribatra, Thailand: Defence Spending and Threat Perceptions', pp,7$f08;
Dorodlrtun Kuntixoniakti and T.AJvt, Simtupang 'Indonesia: Defmce
Expenditure in the Period of the New Orde+ 79O-1985', pp.109132; Muthiah
Alagappa, Malaysia: From the Commonwealth Umbrella to Self-reliance',W.16,
l*l; Chin Kin Wah, 'Singapore Tfueat Perceptions and Defene Spending in the
City Shte', p.194.
For detail on the relativities of Thai and other ASEAN nationg' seaborne trade and
other hading information, see Dhawon Sukhalony+ The Security of the Sea lanes
in Southeast Asia'; and Hamzah,'Sea lanes of Gommunication Security', pp.2l14
and 1l&125. See also A. Tyabii, The Six Asian Economies: 19E0-BE in A.
Broinowsld (ed.), /SEAN tnto tlu 7990s (Macrrillan Prese, [.ondon, 79901, W32-57.
Sukhumbrand Paribatra, Thailand: Defence Spending and Threat Pecepdons',
p.l04.

13
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The rernainder of this paper deals with these questions.

ASW is a reactionary and inherently defensive business. That
is, actions are generally taken to defend national assets in reaction to a
perceived threat posd through the use of submarines by another
party. Such usage can indude surveillance and intelligence gathering,
the inbrdiction of crommercial and miliary shipping, the landing of
special forc€s, the mining of harbour entrances and other focal areas,
and the application of pressure during periods of tension through
threatened use or poshrring. Such posturing will obviously have more
effect if the other party feels insecure and has no real means of
counbring this pressure.

Success in ASW depends upon the ability to detect
submarines, all other activities being dependant in turn upon this
ability. This detection is notoriously difficulh not only must the type
of equipnrent being employed be suitable and operated correctly, but
the operator must have an understandrng of the environment and the
wayin which an adversary is likely to use submarines.

Rqgional countries are in the early stage of building an ASW
capability; numbers are srnall and expertise limited. The implication of
this is that, in the short term, the regional balance is unlikely to be
affected. The probability of submarine detection will therefore not rise
markedly and, consequently, little pressure nill be placed upon
countries with submarines to alter operating patterns. This view
reflecb the fact that'the necessary skills are difficult to acquire and the
lead times for adapting and developing ASW technology ... are long'.ls

In the longer term, however, if ASW capabilities continue to
develop and include the introduction of more advanced technologies,
particularly LFA, there may be other, rrore wide-ranging,
implications.

The most obvious of these is that the probability of subrnarine
detection will increase for any submarine operating within the area, be
it American, Chinese, fapanese, Russiary Indonesiary or Ausbalian.
The question then becomes that of how the cpuntries that have
submarines within Asia-Pacific waters will alter the operating profile

15 The Dcfnce ol Ausrrelia 1987, Presented to Parliament by the Mintster for Defence,
the Honourable Kim C. Ecadey, MP, Mardr 1987 (Aushalian Covernment
hrblishing Servicq Canberra, 1987), paragraph 420.
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of their boats to cater for the increased ASW capability; and whether
they will bother to do this. After all, submarine activities can only be
attributed to any one country if the submarine can be positively
identified, and the difficulties in making such positive identification
are well known.

The maior impact of further development in the ASW
capabilities of regional countries will be felt in the South China Sea. A
number of overlapping claims for territorial and nraritirne sovereignty
have been made in this area, the most visible and contentious being the
Spratly Islands. The passing of legislation by China in February 1992

legalising and further sbessing China's claim to the entire disputed
area around the Spratly Islands has made a number of countries
nervous with respect to Chinese intentions in this area.

The capability of the Spratly Islands claimanb to conduct ASW
operations within the area (in addition to Malaysia, Taiwan is also
developing ib ASW capabilities) may reduce China's ability to
influence the course of events in this dispute through the use (implied,
threatened or actual) of its submarine force. Should Chinese
submarine activity towards Malaysia and Taiwan be inhibited, it
would most likely be redirected towards those areas in which the
clainrants do not possess an ASW capability.

The South China Sea also contains vital sea lanes of
communication. These SLOC are cmcial to the economic perfornrance
of Northeast Asia,l5 as well as regional countries. An increased ASW
capability would add to SLOC security by inhibiting the unrestricted
use of submarines along these routes. The option of escorting selected

shipping through focal areas, provided suitable weaPons are also
possessed, also becomes available.

An increased ability of regional countries to conduct ASW
must therefore be beneficial for regional stability, as it may inhibit the
use or movement of an offensive weapon system, the submarine. Any
future acquisition of more advanced ASW technologies by regional
countries, bi-static or multi-static LFA for example, should similarly be
considered as a regional stabilising factor; undersea surveillance

76 K Conboy, The Future Southeast Asian Security Environment', states that fl) per
cent of the oil destined for fapan/South Korea passes through the South China
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capabilities would be further enhanced, and submarine activities
would beqcme morc'transparent'.

The increasing numbers of modern submarines being operated
by Asian nations, and in particular moves by Malaysia, Thailand and
possibly Singapore to acquire a submarine force, coupled with the
tnend toward increasing regional ASW capabilities, makes more
onerous the already difficult task of identification, and increases the
risk of engagernent due to mistaken identity. This problem provides
an opportunity to highlight water space nurnagement as a confidence-
and security-building measure (CSBM) and an opportunity for further
regional cooperation.

In Europe, water space management is achieved for Western
countries under the framework of the NATO alliance. ln the Asia-
Pacific region such an approach is not possible as no comparable heaty
framework exists; nor is one likely or even required to exist.
Notification of submarine movements could be addressed as a
declaratory CSBM, perhaps initially on a bilateral basis.

The declaration of such information does not necessarily need
to be conducted between two countries that both have subrnarine
forces, nor need the information cover the submarine's location at all
points. An agreement could focus on the provision of submarine
positional data only when the submarine is within certain negotiated
areas for a number of individual countries. Submarine movement data
could be with lndonesia, for example, on a different basis to
the exchange with Malaysia, or Singapor€, or Thailand. Such a
declaratory agreement would provide complementarity with other
surveilLance CSBMs. Australia, being in possession of a submarine
force, is in the position of being able to take some action in this regard.
This would lessen the water space ma&rgement problem that will
become increasingly more important and provide another step on the
ladder to regional conunon security.

In condusiory the regional trend is toward the introduction of
new systems and the improvement of ASW capabilities; in some cases,
wift direct Australian assistance and encouragement. More advanced
slntems will inevitably be introduced as maritine force structures
mature and regional countries gain more experienc€ and expertise in
the utilisation of these assets.
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These increasing regional ASW capabilities are considered to
be beneficial for stability and should continue to be encouraged.
Aushalia should therefore continue to expend resources on
developing the ASW expertise of regional countries. The further
introduction of the more advanced ASW technologies and capabilities
is similarly considered to have a stabilising effect, as it has the
poEntial to inhibit the use of an offensive weapon system within the
region.

These developing capabilities present additional opportunities
for a cooperative approach to security. Such opportunities must be
seized if we are committed, in the words of Bob Hawke in 1991, to
'seek[ingl security in and with Asia [rather than] seeking security from
Asia'.17

RL. Hawke The Asia Lecture', delivered on 24 May 191 at the Asia-Awtralia
Institute, University of New South Wales, by the Prime Minister, Mr Bob Hawke,
as reproduced inThc Monthly Record, Australian Foreign. Affairs and Trade Vol.62,
No.5, May 1991,p.2N.
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CHAPTER 4

MINE WARFARE AND MINE
COUNTERMEASURES

Lieutenant Commander Alan Hinge, RAN

... A ghost is walking the crorridors of defence
departsnents all over the world - [that ghost isl the fear
of militaly impoterrce, even irelevance.l

So says eminent historian and straEgic analyst Martin van
Creveld in his controversial fuk,TlvTrensfontutbn of War, where he
argues that snrall-rale military eruptions around ttre globe have
denronstrabd rrew furnu of warfare conducted by a different cast of
characters - guerrillas, bnorists, piraEs, tribes, religious secb and
bardits - punuing dirrerse goals with the rnost primitive ard
sophisticabd nreans. He suggets that the tactics of low-intensity
conflict rnark the beginning of the end for conventional warfare
between stabs as we know it - that subnrarines, missiles, aircraft and
towed arrays will becorne increasingly irrelevant instruments of
conflict and wiU simply rust away.

Van Creveld sonretirnes 'draws a long bow', but one thing is
sure: the humble, not too gl,arnorous, stodgy old sea mine - that
Cinderella of our naval warfare arsenal - will remain in use throughout
the whole conllict spectrum from Errorism to general war. Indeed, the
sea mine is ard will remain important simply beaus it is useil. During
the Gulf War, for example, the maritirne threat came not from Saddam
Hussein's E:rocets but from sea mines. Hussein deployed 2500 sea

mines, including 1300 laid in waErways. Along with ubiquitous
Russian min€s of varying sophistication there were quite sophisticated
Italian Mantas and Misars upgraded with Russian help. Unconfirmed
r€ports claim Iraq brought min€s from Chile, which irrcorporated West
C,errnan and South African technology. Similarly, in 1987 it was mines

Merttn vrn C.level4 Tlu TtrnsQntrrtin of Wn (Fte Pres, Nerv Yclg 1991), p.1.
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that posed the real threat to naval forces in the Middle East. The US$%
million damagebill for the FFG USS SamuelB.Robqts testifies to this; it
rvas one of five large vessels incurring mapr damage as a result of
Iranian mines.2 In 1984 minelaying had become the new tactic of
international terrorism, with modern mines laid in the Gulf of Suez
and Crntsal Arrnrica.3

The aim of this chapter is to look at recent operational and
technological developments in the use of the sea mine and in mine
counternrcasures (MCM), and the implications for the Westem Pacific.
It firstly cover€ the increasing utility and threat of sea mines generally,
and relates this back to the region. Secondly, the chapter looks at
developmenb in mine countermeasures and ways and means of
countering the mine menace in the region.

The Increasing Utility and Threat of Mines

The sea mine is an underwater explosive device that waits to
sink or damage targeb or deter them from entering an.uea. It should
be remembered that the sea mine has succeeded in ib mission if the
opponent refuses to challenge it. The opponent has failed to bring
hostile forces to bear at a chosen time and place and so a measure of
control over the opponent's ability to seize the initiative has been
achieved. Control over the actions and deployment of an adversary at
sea is the essential mission of the sea mine. Importantlp the mine, as

'the weapon that waits', enables one who deploys it to avoid escalatory
confrontation. It is the only weapon that can be actually used without
killing or iniuring people or damaging property, and can be aimed at
attacking people with shortages and loss of income rather than with
bullets and missiles. Mines lie at the critical interface between military
and political action, and this is the key to their utility in rnodern and
future warfare.

The mining of the Vietnamese harbours at Cam Pha,
Haiphong and Hon Gai in 1972 marked the turnaround. Mine
deployments, instead of being considered higNy escalatory acts almost

For an outline of the mining of the USS Semul B, Robrts, see Norman Friedmann,
'US Frigate Mined in the Gulf, Unite.l Slalr;s Neoal lastitub Pweedings, June 198&
p.119.
Se S. Truver, The Mines of August: An Intemational Who Dunnit', Uni/r,d Stalr;s

Nea,I Institut Ptueilirgs, Naval Review Issue, May 1985, p.109.
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by definition, were now seen as acts which, if implemented cleverly,
could be pikhed at the minimum level of violence. Operations against
the North Viebramee also revealed to all countries in the rcgion the
abeolute helplessness of a country with no MCM capability to speak of.
Twenty-seven ships were trapped in harbour for 30 days, costing the
Soviets US$146r00,000 or almost one billion dollars in today's figurcs.
It only took 75 Mk 52 bottom mines to seal Haiphong's main channel.4

Tedrnical Developments

Mine effectivenes depends largely on the ability of mine
seneors to detect'signatures' and localise the right target. Researdr
into several signature types has been conducted and these signatures
include distortions in the local magnetic field, change in cosmic ray
and white light transmission to the seabed due to the opacity of a
ship's hull and also the redistribution of sea rnss per unit volume and
variation of fluid velocity flow around a ship. However, the most
promising and reliable new method of target localisation is using the
ELPHI signature. ELPHI stands for 'electric potential field' and this
signature derives from a number of causes, a major one being the
modulated rnagnetic field derived from a simple battery circuit fornred
between the sFel hull and bronze propellers of a vessel. These

dissimilar metals are linked by the seawater elecbolyte of very high
and stable conductivity and the propeller shaft bearings, which
complete the circuit. The contact resistance of the shaft bearings varies
due to a number of factors, induding shaft revolutions and bearing
lubrication state. Varying resistance causes an alternating crrrrent flow
in the circuit. This ctrnent has a correspondingly alternating or
modulated magnetic field associated with it. The modulated magnetic
field can be detected and usefully employed as a signature. This can
lead to the mine sensing a vessel directly above at practically any
depth. The perceived importance of ELPHI is increasing because
getting a reliable pressure sensor to operate below a depth of 60 nretres

4 F." a description of the mining of North Vietnam, see U. Luckow, Victory over
Ignorane and Fean The US Mine-laying Attack on North Vietnan', NawI War
dlcgc Rezim, January-February 7982, p.24. See dso A. Patterson, Mining a Naval
Sbateg/, Ner,I Wer &llegc Rrziao, May 1971 for an lnsight into the rethinling of
the mine's role in modern conflict whidr took place in the early l9Z)s. Pattqson
was involved in the hoject Nimod shrdies, 19&70. Se l&rirt Nhlr.t/;: Tlu
htsatt erul Futun RoIc ol tlv Mitu in Newl Werfarc Naval Acadeury of Sciencrcs,
Washington, l9Z)).
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has proven to be well-nigh impossible.s

Despite advances with more exotic signatures, magnetic,
acoustic and pressure signatures will continue to be the rnai4stays of
target detection and localisation in mine warfare for sorne time with
considerable effort currently being put into improving acoustic
detection and classification of targes. Researchers are aiming for
enhanced target selectivity using acoustic Tinger-printing' techniques,
in which the target's acoustic signature is compared with a
rnicroprocessor-storcd pattern. The acoustic signature derives from
shipboard sourcEs such as generators, pumps, hull vibrations and
propeller motions. Items of equipment have their own often unique
and stable fiequencies of operation, which constitute spectrat lines in
the overall acoustic signature spectrum (ASS) of the vessel. Such
acoustic finger-prints can be surreptitiously recorded during
peacetime for various ships and submarine classes. By planting special
recording devices on the ocean floor and recovering the informatiory
data can be filed into the microprocessor-based target signature library
of a combat mine's memory.

Two areas in mine design attracting keen interest involve the
development of sleqo mina and self-burying anti-hunter mina. Sleeper
mines can be laid in peacetime and maintain station for years. They are
designed to be virhrally undetectable, using sonar-absorbent coatings
and irregular shape. They are safe until armed on command by coded
sonar signals and can be remotely insbucted, interrogated and
detonatred. Self-burying anti-hunter mines are designed to hide on
deployment and kill MCM vessels (MCMVs) by locking on to
minehunter sonar signatures. Some of these mines are of the bottom-
mounted variety and can use torpedoes or rockets to increase radius of
action to at least one nautical mile.

However, two things should be remembered when using or
fighting sophisticated mine types. First, buying a sophisticated mine is
one thing but programming it and collecting your local environrnental
and target data and then putting the information in useful form in the
mine is quite another thing. In fact, it can be an especially tricky task.
Second, if the mine becomes too discriminatory and highly tuned, it
rnay never detonate at all!

t 9* G.K._Hartmann, Weapons That Wait: Minc Warfarc in tlu US Ncay (US Naval
Instihrte Press, Annapolis, 1979),pp.9697, for a description of ELPHI.-
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Utifty of the Sea Mine in the Western Pacific

It would be hard to get a better general area b lay mines than
in the Western Pacific. ln fact, the nations of the WesErn Pacific are
aortely vulnerable. Watens arc shallow and confined with lots of
heavily trafficked straits and seas, many of which form especially good
choke points. For example, on any given day an average of 350large
vessels will be in transit through the South China Sea after coming
from a variety of narrow approaches.

Submarine minelaying in these waters can be especially
effective. During the Second World War the most effective operations
in history ocrurred in Southeast Asia with a record one ship hit per
eight subrnarinelaid mines. Aerial minelaying also proved extrcmely
sucressful. All in all, cost to the United States Per ton enemy casualty
was 13 times more when using torpedoes than it was when using
mines.5

Why Use Mines in the Western Pacific?

Besides traditional tactical and strategic uses, there are many
other potential applications for mines in the Western Pacific. The

exportorienEd market economies of the Western Pacific have an
extraordinary dependence on trade and input of raw materials. Delays
in transit, not to rnention damage and sinkings due to mines, would be
very costly. Holding up c.rrgoes and interrupting important supplies
dislocates a rival's industry to a measurable extent, since industry
relies on the steady flow of rnaterials. Every ship delayed represents a

net cargo loss because, at the condusion of the crisis, there is a
negative balance of ship days that often cannot be made up. Charter
cost of 5G1m thousand dollars per day cannot be made up easily
either. Other costs associated with the mine threat include increases in
marine insurance rates, refusal of ctews to sail and even withdrawal of
neutral tonnage from trade with a nation whose main porb are
effectively mined.

Regulation of exclusive economic znnes (EF-Zs) is also a big
issue and it is getting bigger. Perhaps we may encounter mines used as

6 g Duncan, Arnnice's U* of tlu See-mbu (US C,overnnrent Printing Office,
Washington Dc"1952r, p.135; also Patterson, Mining a Naval Suategy', p.62.
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'robot policemen in selected areils. Territorial daims in the South
China Sea, for example, could be reinforced with declared protective
fields to reinforce sovereignty claims. This could avoid escalatory
confrontation and may not be as far-fetched as one rnight at first think.
When mines led to the sinking of three Viehramese patrol boats in the
late 1980s by Chinese forces, sixty Viebramese sailors are said to have
died in a very one-sided affair. Similarly, with sovereignty claims of
archipelagic states, the right to lay protective minefields could be
claimed and practised as a tangible exercise of sovereign power.

In addition, rogue groups comprising pirates, terrorists,
dissidents and even international criminals and drug traffickers
potentially have access to a wide variety of sophisticated mines. Sea

mines could be used for economic or political blackrnail, extortion,
diversiory ambush and destruction.

Countering Mines in the Western Pacific
The sea mine is of course difficult to target. Unlike an aircraft,

ship, missile or submarine, the boftom mine actually becorrcs part of
its environment on the ocean flmr. It makes no emissions and has no
velocity. One must either work out some way of detonating it from a
distance, or look for it pinpoint it and counter-mine it

There was a conspicuous absence of significant MCM forces in
the region until the 1980s. Most countries in the Western Pacific now
have modest MCM capabilities built around a handful of fairly capable
minehunters. Some, like Japan and China, have relatively large and
diversified MCM capabilities. Very importantly, most are getting
hands-on experience with the operation of remotely operated vehicles
(ROVs) and the use of detection and classification sonars.

Two navies in the region, that of Australia and probably that
of Thailand, are rnoving to the next-generation minehunting sonar
system, the Krupp Atlas DSQS 11M, which is capable of detecting and
classifying simultaneously. The system seems very effective and this
development is vital in conducting rapid mine reconnaissance and in
adapting to associated technologies which are important for a very
effective countermeasure known as route surve, described below.
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Minexoeqing
Most nations of the Western Pacific are showing some signs of

having an almost exdusively minehunting focus. This is under-
standable, given the availability of influence'resistant sophisticated
mines. Nevertheless, while minehunting is and will remain the
backbone of any countern€asures forc€, minesweeping should not be
relegated too far into the backglound and should not be neglected for
several reasons. Tonne for tonne, minehunters are the most expensive
type of warship afloat and take a very long tirrre to do their iob. A
shifty opponent would be likely to use the most cost+ffective fields.
These are 'mixed-bag' fields comprising nrany relatively simple
influence and sometimes contact types, with a sprinkling of npre
sophisticated anti-hunter and other specialty mine types. Good
inlluence and mechanical sweeping would probably get rid of a
significant proportion of the mixed field before tlre timeconsuming
and highly specialised minehunting pb got underway. Sweeping
followed up by selective hunting could get the MCM pb done much
faster and less dangerously.

The Australian Minesweeping and Surveillance System

The Australian Minesweeping and Surveillance System, or
AMASS, is an integrated system which has been developed over the
last decade.T Rather than tying to beat the mine's logic, the AMASS
tries to imitate a target ship and can assist in the rapid sweeping of
large areas, choke points and channels. It offers a means of extending
the effectiveness of minehunting and was developed for use by craft of
opportunity or civilian ve$sels which, with minimum adaptatio& can
be used in several MCM tasks. The AMASS combines four important
features: a route surveillance sysbm and a precurcor influence sweep,
together with new influerrce and mechanical sweepe.

Tlre route surveillance system aims at creating a history of
seabed data on selected routes by mapping the seabed ard detecting
recent dranges to bottom topography. A precursor sweep then uses a
remotely operated drone boat to counter coarsely set (sensitive)
magnetic md/or acoustic mines.

AMASS is marketed by Ausbalian Defence Indushies Ltd-
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The third feature of the sweeping proc€ss involves towing
various combinations of magnetic/acoustic sweep arrays to counter
mines that target various kinds of ships. While improvements in
acoustic effectiveness is desirable, the rnagnetic sweeps are effective
against a wide range of magnetic setting combinations. The BVDs
(buoyant vehide dyads), as they are known, are very robust and
highly manoeuwable, being based on MOP (magnetic orange pipe)
technology developed in the United States in the early 1970s and
substantially improved by the C-anadians in the late 197k.

The fourth feature of the process involves the use of
lightweight nrechanical team and Oropesa sweeps to counter moored
mines. These sweeps make use of superior, lightweight materials and
are more hydrodynamically efficient than their cumbersome
predecessors.

Some MCM Points to Bear inMinil
Navies of the Western Pacific could put nnny more millions

into MCM but get very limited return. The sea mine, it seems, will
probably have the upper hand unless large numbers of ships are
available for the MCM task. Most MCM technologies and platforms
are getting increasingly unaffordable. Consequently, one should look
to ways of supplementing the effectiveness of standing MCM forces in
the Western Pacific.

First, one should rernember the old maxim that deterrence
ileters. Mines are the best form of MCM in inter-state conflict. Good
mines can be easily acquired from a variety of European sources and
probably from Russia, believed to still have 10G150 thousand useful
mines in stock. Of course there are always political and financial
constraints in acquisition, but the fact remains that if one has a
demonstrable capability to inflict conunensurate damage on one's
opponent with the same weapon tlpe, this can deter the opponent
from deployment.

Second, navies and even civilian shipping agencies should
relearn and redrill basic MCM xlf-ilet'ence measurs (SDMs). It should
be remembered that the commanding officers of the Princeton and,
Samuel B. Robats carne in for criticism over some of their decisions and
manoeuwes in Middle Eastern minefields, which allegedly led to
unnec€ssi.rry damage. Basic selfdefence nreasures can reduce the
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damage from mines substantially. These include maintaining
maximum water-tight intqtrity, sailing on high tide, maintaining
constant speed and bearing deaning hulls, reducing self-noise and
cavitatiory turning off all nonssential equipment, transiting high-risk
areas at slow speed and regular darnage<ontrol drills. Discipline with
regard to selfdefence rrcasures can have a mapr impact against the
mine, as experiences in the Second World War dearly demonstrated.
MCM standard operating procedures and damage control should
continue to be taught ana arinea in a serious and consistent manner.6

Ttrird, bottom conilitioning and extensive route suroey operations
conducted during peacetinre offer two of the best ways of
compromising the effectiveness of even the nrost sophisticated mines.

Certain type of seabed assist mine recpnnaissance and minehunting,
such as seabeds where mines cannot become easily scoured or
embedded, hidden amongst rocky outcrops or carrnullaged. Bottom
conditioning involves removing conspicuous bottom iunk iettisoned
by passing rnerchant ships to form a'clearway', where changes to the
bottom can be picked up quickly. Route survey involves compiling a

database on key routes. When a route is initially surveyed, seabed
data is collected and this daa is stored for comparison to find
anomalies when minelaying is suspected. Quick mine reconnaissance
then becornes possible and this reduces the asset-to-task ratio of
MCMVs rnarkedly.9

Fourth, given the curr€nt and prospective shortage of
dedicated MCMVs, craft of opprtunity ?rografitffis can be set up by
identifying and listing rnany civil sector craft best suited for MCM
employment. They can be largely manned on a part-time basis by
reservists and can act as auxiliary minesweepers or mine
reconnaissance vessels using clipon systems, induding side'scan
sonars and a variety of influence sweeps.

Fifth, multihtual coopoation can give rise to synergies capable
of seriously degrading tlre mine threat. Western Pacific nations have
demonstrated a generally bilateral pattern of cooperation and tend to
avoid multilateral entanglerrrents, but this could and should change

E F* 
" 

$rmmary of SDMs see taHe C2 in A. Hinge, Mi,nc Warfen h Austnl-b's Fiml
Llru of Drftio (Strategic and Defme Studies Centre Ar.rstralian Natbnal
University, Canberra, 79921, p,7o4..
ibid, dtapter 4.
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with regard to MCild. MCM operations in the Gulf War and the Red
Sea dearly indicaE tlre force multiplier effect derived from getting as
rnany MCM ass€ts on the i$ as possible. MCM forcns in the region are
srnal and will likely remain small. Their work is dangerous arrd
painstakingly tedious. The prospect of area pooling of MCMVs has
definib advantage and attractions for the future. Afer all, MCM is
almoet invariably a purely defensive activity.

Condusion
Modern mines demard increasingly sophisticated counter-

nreasures, training and inforrnation/data rnanagement technique, and
it wi[ be o<trrenrely diffiodt for crcuntrie in ttre area to keep up with
advancas in mine technology. Little rrore than a near stateof-the.art
core capability of minehunters can be airned for and rnaintained by
most regional nations, so MCM augrnentation and burden-sharing
rneasures should be adopted. These include improved minesweeping
equipnrent, multilateral pooling of MCMVs, us€ of craft of
opportunity, emphasis on route survey and bottom conditioning
during peacetime and perhaps acquiring mines for deterr,ent purposes
against other states.

Nations should also be prepared for a new danger, as

conventional MCt\d forces rnay increasingly come up against mines
laid not by states but by rogue groups without a territorial base. The
mine will, as usual, play its part and its psychological warhead as'the
weapon that waits' will be increasingly used. In such cases it is
especially important to remember that war is ultimately a clash of wills
- the Echnology used and operations empbyed are rrcrely tools and
rnanifestations of hurnan will. It is necessary to recognise that mines
rnay increasingly be laid not by state but by nen and women with
particular purposes, nrotives and grievancrs not sanctioned by any
state. Efforts n€ed to be rrnde to find out what ttrese purposes and
rnotives are, and perhapo solve tlre problems in political ways if
possible. In the long run this rnay be the most effective mine
counbrnnasure in the so<alled New World Order. For in
concentrating entirely on Echnological solutions to the mine threat,
our nrethods, to us€ C-onrad's words, will have becorne unsound'.
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CHAPTER 5

AIR POWER IN THE WESTERN PACIFIC

_ Qroup Captain Gary Waters, RAAF and
Wiog Commander Gieg Donaldson, RAAF

The conduct of sea warfare has undergone profound and
fundanrental change since the advent of air pJ*er; ihe rneans of
wagllg maritime warfare now indude the aeroplane. In fact the RAN
stated in its Post-war Plan of 1945 that 'the master weapon of world
War II has been the aeroplane'.l

As witnessed from 1916, land-based aircraft b"ga' to play a
large part in controlling sea communications and cJuntering itre
German U-boat threat. The US airman, General 'nilly' Mitihell,
demonstrated another use of aircraft in 1921 when he destroved the
cgpturd Gerrnan dreadnoug_ht ostfrialand with 20001b bombs.2 ny
the beginning of the second world war, popular opinion held that it
was 

-cheaper, 
quicker and more effective- to protect shipping by

attacking U-boats and subnrarines with land-based long-ranqe aircraft
than by providing escort carriers and carrier aircraft.3

After the loss of Norway in 1939,'the Admirarty was forced to
recognise that command of the air over the sea was is important as
command of the sea itself.4 Furthermore, the Battle of the Atlantic
proved that 'aircraft a1e- the key to the protection of convoys'.S There
a-.e *Ty examples o.{ ftg sureptibility of surface ships to air aftack:
the vulnerability of allied troop carieri during the Crete operation in

Ausbalian Ardrives, CRS. A5951 (Shedd91 papers) Box 1841, quoted in Alan
9t"nh*r.,_ -'Aerospace Shategy', Austmlien 'Drfr*" Forcc liurnel, No.9E,
fanuary/Februa ry-1993, p27. -'
William.MitdrdL Winged Drltenl* (Dover publicationg New york, l9g8), pp.&TJ.
Ihese vrews are diruseed in sir Philip Jotrbent de la Fert6, Tlu Third3iha, n e
2W.Yty Y.RoyaI- Air Facc (Thameg- and Hudson, L,ondon, l95S).Air Marshal sir Rob€rt saund-by, Ah bntbsdmnt: The story of its Daelapnmt
(Chatto & Windus, london, l%li, p.93.
Asher L,ee, Air Poatq (Gqald Duckivorth, london, 1955), p.140.

2
3

4

J
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7947,5 the attack on naval ships at dock at Pearl Harbor in December

1941, and ttre disastrous ailid hnding off Salerno in September 19437

all reinforce tlrc point.

In the Battle of the Coral Sea (74lotray 794:2r, a rnapr maritime
battle ocruned in which surface ships di<t not sight one anothers or
exchange fire. In fact, aircraft calTied out all the offensive action 100

miles from their carriers.9 land-based aircraft participated in the
baftle (including B-77 Flyt^8 Fortresses, V?5 Mitchells, &126

Marauders and RAAF Hudsons). FIad the RAAIr been better equipped,
it could have contributed more.Indeed, it is not far-fetched to suggest

that with better equipment and appropriate crew training, lanc-based

aircraft operating from North Queensland, New Guinea or Nounea
could have won the battle single'handed.

The sinking of the Pince of WaIa ard RquI* on 10 December
1941 re.affirmed the need for air cover over shiPs - whether that cover
be carrier-borrE or land-based. It has been suggested that a cavalier
aftitude to air power contributed significantly to the loss of these hlo
ships, for they were within range of air cover but that cover was never

requested.lo

In the Battle of the Bismarck Sea (2-4 March 1943), land-based

aircraft sank four destroyers and eight transport ships, thus halting the

|apanese attempt to lanrC 5,000 reinforcernents in New Guinea. Here,

aiicraft destroyed more shipo more quickly than in any ottrer battle

except Midway.ll

The Falklands War of 1982 provided yet another example of
the effectiveness of land-based aircraft in the rnaritime environment.
The Argentinian air attacks with Exocet missiles destroyed

Marshal of the Roval Air Fore The Lord Tedder, G.C.B., Witt Pnjtttlice: Tlu ldar

lvlcttoirs of Mershil of tlu Royl Ait Fotcc, lmd Tcddcr, G.C.B. (Casse[ london,
19{6),p.1r5.
John Tirraine, Tlu Right of tlu Linc (Ftodder and Stoughton, Londo1 t9!Q,-pr583.
sarruel Eliot Morison, His|.ory of llnitcil stata Ncnl opcrctims in llrlold wer II,
Vd.lV, C-mot See, Miituny ord Svbttrtdtu Acrims, Ivby 79a2-Augtst 1942 (LitU€

Brown, Baton, 1950), p.63.
Alan Siephens (d.1, *fudAg rfu A;r Sa Gep (Australian Defenc Studies C€ntre,

Canberra, 192),p.14.
Wing Commander Al. Curr, lVhat a Hdl of a Mine', Aushrlbn Dcfcncc Force
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IIIvIS Sheffvld and tlrc container ship Athntb Conoeyor. Not one ofthe
Super Etendards (which prosecuted the attacks) was lost.

At ttrc beginning of the war, Argentina had only five air-
launch Exocets and only five aircraft rnodified to carry tlrem. The five
missiles acrounbd for two British capital ships for no Aqgentinian
aircraft loss€s.l2 Advances in tecturology provided the Argentinian
pilots in 1982 rrith greaEr personal safety and greater likelihood of
sucress than their RAAI;/USAAII counterparts of 794243.
Technological improvenrenb have led to a marked increase today of
combinations (such as F-111C or F/A-18 with Haqpoon) over that
afforded the Aqgentinians in 1982.

Geostrateglc Environmental Issueg

Mapr political factors affecting the future of the Western
Pacific are tl€ US drawdown in response to the decreased
Soviet/Russian threat and the further development of China's military
capabilities. Although tfre United States retains a maix preserrce in
Korea and Japan, reductions in the US presence in the Philippines and
other parb of the rcgion r€sult in the need for greater self-sufficiency
of regional nations. Growth in the strength of the Chinese ecrcnomy, if
translated into military strengtb will have maFr implications for ttre
deferrce of the region. For example, should China aggressively purEue
its interests in the South China Sea, it may lead to a dangerous arrns
race within tlre region.l3

Signs of an increase in ex-Soviet aircraft and associated
weapon systenu in the rqiion are becoming apparent. This is of course
a direct result of the changed geostrategic ard economic environment
in Eastern Europe. lvlalaysia is lookirqg very closely at purdrasing the
MiC-2911 for the air superiority role. China is negotiating for the

t2
13
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S@rem (eA), DQuling rlu Air tu @, p27,
S€e Mlduel Ridrerdcon, 'Chine's Buifd-up Rlngp Alarur BnJls', Asb-Prc{ic Dcfttru
Rcpta,Febnnry-Mardr 19f,1,p.10. -

The MiC-29 is.n dl-weath€r dngleceat cqrnter-air ftght€r with a grolrd attack
capability. Ttre export verslon of th€ MiC-29 is th€ MiC-29Iy{, whidr has fly-by-
wire srtsoh ard e glas @epit. The drcaft ts cepnble of cerrying a range of air-
toair mlrdtree and grourd .tta& we.pqr* Mefrysia b looldng at Frrchaeing the
MiG29M vrrient (.ee Midrad niOuracon" Melaysia Wants the MiC-29M', /is&-
fuW Wlare Rtp?t t, February-Mardr 193).
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purchase of advanced fighters from Russia such as Su-2715 and MiG-
3116 aircraft. They are also looking for an air-uair refuelling capability
(perhaps provided by excess Russian n-7617 transports) based at
Zhaniiang in southern Chin4 whidr would allow them to project air
pow€r into the region and, in particular, into the South China S€a.lE

China continues to produce and sell Silkworml9 anti+hip missiles
which, although dated in brms of technology, are still effective.

Nations of the WesErn Pacific ane now talring rrrorc interest in
tlreir offshore Erritories and exdusive economic zones than in
previous decades. Ttrcir fundamental interests are to learn the extent
and value of their offshore resources, to observe and control human
activitie in EEZs, and to deferd their sovereignty. While these nations
are developing ttreir own offshore capabilities, they are constrained in
regional defence cooperation terms by:

o tlre limited number of multilateral defence agreerrrents
forrnalising dose cooperation by nations in the region;

o budgetary limitations, although with rapidly expanding
economies, partiarlarly in the Southeast Asian countrie, tlrey
have a capacity for rnore defence expenditure; and

o the fact that acguisitions are rrnstly designed for littoral
applications. (Even China's carrier wil be applied to its EEZ
claims in the South China Sea.)

Foreign and defence policy emphasises that Australia's
security is tied to regional securiry20 and probably the most significant

The $r-7 is a singleseat all-weatlrer cqurter-air fighter. A twc€eat combat
trainer is alco produced. A range of eir-tc.L mie{les heve been seen i;n Rusdan
servieqr theSu-27.
The MiG3l is a twoseat twin-engined sEategic tntercePtq. Missile fft se€n ln
Russian s€rvie has bem AA{ ard AA-9 air-b.ir misil€o.
The Il-75 is a fotucrgined medium-bbng-renge transport. In Rusian military
s€rviae, Il-76s modified as a€rial r€fuell€rE are retitled as lI-72€.
Aobtln l4a* Anl Spczfdtug,Sor'tfu $92,p27.
The Silkworm missil€ is e dwelopnent d the Soviet S9l$2A 9yx' mieeile

of th€ 195&. Tlrere are two operad'and rrarien$ the Fry-f and -2. The
FIY-I has a mnge of about {OLn while the HY-2 hae a nnge of about E0lut.
Gullana in the eerly ctrges ur both varhnb io by autopilot with termind
guidence by active radar c IR s€€k€r (on the FIY-2 utly).
* Austnlia's Rcgitnul S.cr.rify, Ministerial Stateqrent by Senabr the Hqr. Gareth
Evane QC, Minister fd Foreign Alfeirs and Trede, Desrber f969 (D€partm€nt of
Foreign Affalrs end Trede, Canberra, t989); end Tha *fentt of Austnlb 7987,
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conbdbution that Australia can rnake is in the rnaritinc environnsnt.
In brms of the defence of Austalia, there is unequivocal bipartisan
support for the view that any hootile forre could advance only in ships
or airrraft. That must therefore be the focus for defence strategy. such
a view was articul,aH in 19E6: Australia's 'military strategy for
national security has to be fundarnentally a rnaritirne strategy'.2l

Notwithstanding this, the focus of Aushalian defencn
plarming arui forre structurc deliberations remains deeply roobd in a
continental strategy. As discussed by a rnbd defence analyst, it would
have been npre advantageous for Australia's national security if
defence planning in recent years had been based historically on- the
maritirne battles of the Coral Sea, Midway and the Bisrnarck Sea,
rather than on the disashous land batttes fought on the other side of
the globe in Greece, CreE, Tobruk and Callipoti.22

The intematiolal move from bipolarig and the increasing
focus on economic arrd trade issues in a multipolar tradedependent
envirronnrent carries atterdant requirenrenb to protect national trade
linry thotrgh aleas of competing interest.23 Such probctiory in part,
can be afforded to tlrc western Pacific through Australia's ability to
povide a deterrent and to reach throughout ttre area to coritrot
airspace over those trade links ard to apply force to protect them if
necessary.24 This ability for Australia to- use land-based aircraft to
expand its influence to protect its own intrerests and the interets of
S""ay nations in the Pacific contribuEs to regional stability: 'The
thr€ad is air power, s'pported by sea power, and iS ability io exert
inlluence through readr'.5

22
23

21

25

Preaen!4^to Parliament by the MinisE fc Defene the FIon. Kim C. Beazley, Mp,
Mardr f 987 (Australian Government hrblishing Service, Canberr., 19Sa.
Air Marshd R.G. Frmndl 'Air Porver tn the tlefence of Autrali.', tsenscript of the
lgpf Oraloo Mdbourne,25 Aquot f9S8, p.7, reprodued in C,ary Wat&rs (ed.),
RAAF Ab fuucr futrin: A C*illrr;tim o1 

-Catcmpnry 
Esscw istraecic and

De{ence Studiee C-enhe, Australian Nationai University, 6nb€rra, SeOl, pil.
sEphene (d.), Dcptrditrg ,Iu Air tu Ca, p.14.
senator the Hqr" Gareth Evam, 'nuaritia's Regianal security Envtronment'tn
Desrond Bell end Devid Haner (dsr, Smtdb Shdis h'a Clsnqinc Wortit
f!^^a!egh-1$_De{me Studis C-€!rtre, Ausualiai Natinnal UniversityiCinberra,
79i21,pp.377-3D.

lhp !e-xp:trd{ i1.$ory Capqin _DJ. Schuberr, Marittme Skike' in gephms
(ed-l, Dcfatdi'l,g tb Ab tu c.ep, p.7}71.
t'hl.d",p.76.
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Australia's land-based air power does provide the ability to
respond quickly (to counter ttre large area) and to react to threats in
several parts of that large area in a short tirne-frame (to counter smdl
numbers of defence assets).

Common land borders in the Western Pacific .ue an exception,
and thus external threats b tegional countries would ernerge
principally through the maritirne environrrent Furthermore, these
nations realise their deperdence on seaborne trade and the economic
significance of their repective 2OGmile ecorpmic exclusion zones and
offshore territories.

There are many indeperulent nations in the area, with sorne

having only gained their independence in the last decade or so. Eadr
has social, economic and environrnental o<pectations that will impact
on the region as a whole. For that reason, infrastructure development
of airfields and ports could be expected to increase. Moreover, as the
strength of tourism increases, continued port and airfield
developmenb throughout the Wetern Pacific will set in place some of
tlre more sophisticated infrastructule needed to support the whole
gamut of air and naval operations. This is certainly the case for air
operations, an understanding of which can only be forthcoming
through an understanding of air power doctrine.

Air Power Doctrine
Air power, in similar vein to land and sea Power, has been

applied historically through three distinct rnethods (or strategies).
Tt€se are: bombardment, blockade ard invasion. Bombardrrcnt is the
localised attack of an enemy's armed forces or other strategic targets of
national significance through tlre use of bombs, missiles, artillery shells

ard so on. Blockade or siege is the denial of rcsources and support for
waging war or for national sustenarrce. Invasion is the comprehensive
engagerent of an enemy's armed forces and the occupa.tion of enemy
teritory.6

RAAF doctrine argues that ttrcse methods of applying air
power can be viewed at ttre strategic level as air campaigns (air strike,

26 These antecedente from general warfare were patulated in an RAAF shrdy:
I. Westmore, Tla Es*ncc oS et fouct Doctritu (Departrrent of Defence - Air Force
Office, C-enberra, 1989), p.7.
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control of the air, and air support).27 h this way, air strike can be seen
as a nreans of achieving the straEgic aim of bombardment. The
purpose is purely offensive, wi0t the obiective to destroy the enemy's
strategic capacity and will to continue conllict. Modern technology
allows selective targeting and tle abitity to assurre limid collateral
damage.

Control of the air implies isolating an enemy and denying that
en€my freedom of npvernent, akin to the strategic intention of
blockade. The obictive here is tro assure a favourable air situation for a
specified perid over a specified area for a specified purpose. There is
no single weapons system that allows contnol to be gained - indeed
effective control calls for a plethora of systems and the associated
doctrine for ttreir n€cessary integration. Maintenance of sovereign$r
and protection of economic assets in the EFZ are tailor-made for
control of tlre air and sea control operations. These two forms of alr
and sa control are inextricably linked as a unified nuritittuwhole.

The third air campaign - air support - involves the exercise of
air power to complernent s€a, land and other air power roles. It is this
camparyn which will dominate maritirrn warfare considerations in the
Western Pacific in peacetime, particularly through the following roles
and missions:

o survey (aerial photography);

o surveillarrce, especially over EEZs;

o light rcconnaissarrce (for surface security forces}
o tactical transport (national tasks, ground security force

nrcbility, logistics support of maritinc deployments, etc.);

o airborne communications and liaison;

o VIP transporg

o constnrction work (such as erection of towens ard rapid
rnovenrent of equipncnt and personnel);

o seardr and rescue; and

n The three air canpaigns.re diecusod in det il in AAp l(ff-, Rovel Austrelbn Air
Force Ab Potxt lvbrnt l (Air Power Strdies Cenhe, Canberra, 1990), pp32-9,
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o as a general resPonse b natural disasErs.4

Notwithstanding these supprt issues, there are other important issues

which need to be borne in mind. ln time of conflict, aerial surveillance,
anti-subrnarine warfare, anti+uface shipping warfare (ASuW), air
deferrce of the fleet and aerial minelaying may all be rcquired.

All forms of national sunreillance (air, sea, sfnce, over-the-
horizon radar (OTHR) and airborne early warning and control
(AEW&C) must be coordinated. While this is acrepted in military
terms, there is much to be done in coordinating non-military agencies

such as Coastwatch and the Australian Customs Service into the
network in tirrrc of conflict. RAAF aircraft used for maritime
surveillarrce would also have to provide ASW in time of conflict to
protect vital sea lines of crommunication. The ASW role is a higNy
sophisticated one which requires constant practice to ensurre

effectiveness.

Ttre greatest difficulty for aircraft in prosecuting ASuW in the
past has been in penetrating an enemy's selfdeferrce systems.
However, the advent of highly acturate standoff weapons and
improved locating and targeting capabilities have swung the balance
back in the aircraft's favour.

In terms of air defence of the fleet, pint planning and
coordination ane ess€ntial for land-based aircraft to ensure that the
maritirne area of operations is as free as possible of enemy aircraft and
vessels. A cmrdinated air defence approach requires fighter aircraft to
engage hostile enemy aircraft prior to weapon release, arrd Navy ships
to defend themselves with organic selfdefence weaPons systems in
the event of weapon release. Clearly, such air defence is not necessary
if the friendly fleet restricts itself to a benign environment.

Aerial minelaying can be used in a defensive manner to
protect home ports; however, the pinpoint ac(rracy of laying
defensive mines (such that they can be located and disarmed later)
means that surface vessels provide the best rneans for mine warfare.
While aerial minelaying can be used offensively in elremy waters,
especially in sea lanes and focal areas, errcmy air defences tend to

26 Air Mersh.l R.G. Rrnnell, Air Power end Smaller Pecifr lr{atione - An Awhalian
[Airsran'sl Perspective, an unprblished Chi€{ of th€ Air Steff Paper presented to
,{.d,an Aercpace 90, 15 February 190, p.8.
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militab against widespead use of aircraft for sudr offensive
minelaying operations.

Regiond Cooperation and Security
Fundarnental to regional security is Australia's ability to

conduct suneillarrce of its own national intercsb, surveillance as part
ef auiancs obligations, and surveillance activities on behalf of regional
neighbours. For the futu€, Urc PrL\Ir needs to pursue development of
euryeillance capabilities Goth in aircraft and OTHR terms) and,
eventually, satelliFbased surveilLance systems.

lrrespective of whether Australia is at peace, in transition to
conflict, engaged at one of the levels of conllict postulated in The
Defna of Australia 1987?9 or even in a substantial conventional
conflict, therc will be a requirenrent for suneillance in the maritime
approaches. Australia's geography demands a sound rnaritime
surveilLance capability that is threat-indepenrdent.

From earliet tinres, the ability to conduct surveillance
depended on an ability b detect and track moving obiecte from as far
away a6 possible and an ability to convey that inforrnation as quickly
as possible to an operational commander.s Maritime patrol aircraft
(MPA) offer a gxeater detection range of surface targets than ships.
Their multi-s€nsor capability (infra-red, radar, electronic support
measures) and their speed malce them an inhercntly flexible and
capable plafform.

Technological developments in spacedased systems have
suggesbd such systems as a panircea for defence, albeit an expensive
one. However, from a surveillarrce point of view, current space'based
systems are of limited utility. For example, reolution tequir€s a low
earth orbit (15G$m kd which makes satellites susceptible b poor
meborclogical conditions such as doud arrd rain, so typical during the
tropical wet season. On the other hand, enrerging technologies do
indicate imprcverrrcnts in effective resolution for satellites in

TluDcfarce $ AtstralbT9ST,drapE 3.
Se Air C-ulmodqe Peter Nidrolsm, 9rnre{llance' in Stephens (ed.1, Dcfauling tlu
Ab tuap,p.A.
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geostationary or geosynchronous orbits (above 35,71t6 km).31

In cooperating with regional air forces, the RAAF recognises

that tlrc region as a whole needs inforrnation and surveillance data to

protect fishing, mineral, oil and gas r€soultes, and b prevent drug-
running and illegal immigration. A costcffective solution for the
region'i surveillance requilements can be provided by sensors in land-
bas€d aircraft.

Countries throughout the region share a sirnilar air
environment, in that distanc€s are large, air resources are limited and

the threat is low. This must impact on broader air defence cooperation.
Moreover, air doctrines are similar, in terms of srnall numbers of
aircraft, attrition management and the need for reach. Long lines of
communication to all nations in the region give rise to corKErn - it is a
regional conc€rn and requires a regional solution. An awareness of the

need for a regional solution is a prerequisite for ultirnate collective

regional security arxl, through that, national security for Australia. For

this reasorU ttre RAAF is cunently examining tlre role of land-based air
power in low-level maritime thrcat assessrnents as well as providing a

strong deterrent and powerful resPoru€ to extra-regional aggression.

Land-based aircraft also provide a capability for graduated
response. For instance, the RAAFs F/A-18s could simply fly into
international airspace to indicate political resolve. In supporting a

regional ally, ttrese aircraft could be positioned over that ally's
airfields. Should an indication of increase in resolve be required,F/ A-
18s could penetrate into an enemy's airspace, but retire prior to any
engagement. At the further end of the graduated resPonse spectrum,
F-lllc aircraft could prosecute land or rnaritime strikes.

As discussed earlier, RAAF doctrine argues that control of ttrc
air is the prirne campaign in conflict. Geostrategic priorities and
defence policy amplify this doctrinal tenet to indicate that control of
the air over the sea/air gap is the prime campaign.

The region must be able to adapt as it responds to the

changing environment. Air power is an ideal candidaE for providing
that adaptability. Furtherrnore, air power cooperation in tlre region

3l Beeic atrits and orbital mechanice are di€crlsd at length in Squedron Leadcr
AM. Foresti€tr, Into tlu Fourh Ditttnsirm: An ADF Guide to SFe (Air Power
Studiee Cmhe, C-anberra, 1991), pp3.1-325.
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will shalpen the focus of each nation's air force. From a sound defence
frosture, any lack in the ability of regional nations to react quickly
throughout the Western Pacific will only encourage the potential for
conflict in the area. That responsive capability is provided best
through land-based air power.

Responsive air forces of the fuhrre need to maintain
operational capability in all haditional roles and to rnaintain a
minimum level of preparedness to rneet operational requirernents. In
preparing for the future, there are some significant technological and
operational developments that deserve attention.

Tedrnological and Operational Developmente
Rapid developrnents in high teclrnology have had a profound

effect on tlre utility of air power and the nature of air operations.
Australia, a nation wedded to the concept of qualitative edge through
technological innovation, has remained abreast of leading-edge
technologies associated with land-based aircraft. As a consequence,
changes in operational concepts have developed. The principal areas of
technological and operational development encompa.ss: engines,
airframes, electronics and radar, infra-red (IR) and electro-optic (EO)
systerns, electronic combat, weapon systems, anti-submarine waufare,
the findalee over-the.horizon radar network, and navigation and
targeting slrstems.32

Engines

Increases in engine reliability have led to corresponding
irrcreases in aircraft availability, which in turn reduces the number of
aircraft required to guarantee the success of a particular mission.
Similarly, tlre reduction in fuel consumption achieved with modern
engines provides longer range and on-station times.

Improvenrenb to Pratt and Whibrey 4000 series turbofan
engines fitted to Boeing 767 atsaftsince 1990 have resulted in specific

32 The authors are indebted to RAAFWing C-mrmanders Al Curr and Bob Grey and
RNZAF Sgaann L€ads Stu Mackmzie for conbibutions on theae technolirgical
and operatiornl issues.
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fuel consumption (SFC)B improverrcnts of 4 per cent.s Althoug!
tlrese improvemeng are being applied to engines destined for civil
airliners,-the effects inevitably how on to militar'' mgine' Examplesof
this osmosis between civil engines nnd military engines are the
improvenrents to be made to the J52-P46 engine fitted to the US

Navy's A{E Intmder all-weather attack aircraft.Improverrents will be
achiived by fitting the J52-P-409 engine, whidr has an imploved hign-
pnessur€ turbine taken from tlre commercial IT8D219 fitted to th€ MD-
b0 airctaft. Engine thrust is improved by 30 per cent to 24,m pounds

and SFC is lowered by 3 per cent. Engine reliability is drarnatically
improved, with hot+nd inspection3s intervals-incteasing from every
zyi hours to every 2000 hours. Overhaul life36 increase from 1500
hours to 4,(X)0 hours.37

Other impressive improverrcnb higNighted by the AGE

engine upgrade example are:

. an unrheduled removal rate of 20 per cent better than the f52-
P-408;

. shop visit rate 20 per cent better; and

. rnean time between failure rate improvement of 65 per cent.

As indicated previously, increases in engine efficierry arc
significantly impacting on-station times. For example, the T56427
engine (fitted to the E-2C Flawkeye aircraft) has an increased fuel
efficiency, or improved SFC, over its predecessor of approximately !5
per cent.s The predecessor dates from the early 1970s. The latest E-

iC *itt Group f update has an on-station tine 6f 15 per cent greateFg

than the Grbup 1 update, which ceased production in 7991.

SFC, in engineering terms, is measur€d ae pounds of thnrej per pounds-of fuel
consuned pet hour. In operationd termq sF€ is measured ae poun& of thrust
per pourdCof fuel connrmed per nautical mile.
3e in"tt Ddays Phl4ffi Effii*.y tJpgtadrs', Aobtiolt wuk md svecc Tciltdogy'
25 Mey 1993, p33.
Hot*na insp6cUurs are.sclreduled inspectons on the turbire section of hrrbo-fan
engin€s.
O":urhaul lif. is the period prescibed between sdreduled engiTe overhaglt' 

-^-
Stenley W. Krnd€b;,'A{ Moditicrtiurs Erylored to Extend Sernice Life to 2015',

Aob,iitr rtta* nd Spa T6lt rdog!, 9 t$rteorber 1992, p.55.

St"r,ley W. K.n&bo,'Up&te Pfuti<ns E 2C fq 2lstqentury', Aobtin rl'lo,k end

Spt TxJortug, 4 fanurry 193, P 10'
ibid-
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This indicates the scale of fuel efficimcy ts being realised
and the impact on endurance.

Improvennnts in engine efficbrries combined with
technological improvernents in other aneas, especially microprocnssors
(diruss€d below), nrean that it is possible to extract grcater
perforrnarrce from existing weapon systems. For future designs,
greater fuel efficierrcy rnearui that for the same range, less airframe
space is required for fuel. This translates into more space being
available for avionics and weapons. Albrnatively, designen can take
advantage of improved engine efficiencies and provide aircraft with
greater range, as highlighted earlier in ttrc E-2C Hawkeye example.

Reliability and maintainability improvements indicate
potentially dramatic reductions in the cost of ownership of weapon
systems. These improverrcnb are rrct confined to engines; indeed th€y
are manifest across the whole spectrum of technologies used in
militaqy equipment. To a large extent, improvements in reliability and
maintainability in the aerospace industry are being driven by the need
to rcduce support cpsts, which in turn is dictated by greater pressurres
on comnrercial and defence budgets.

A by-product of increased engine reliability is the greater
confidence that can be placed in the safeg of over-water operations. ln
the civil sphere, this has led to operators exceeding the 'shutdown'
rateso specified by regulato"y Uoaies for extendedlrange operations
(ETOIIS) for twin+ngine aircraft. This tnend will probably increase the
attractiveness of twinsrgine airliner derivatives for use in rnaritirrre
patrol (especially surveillarrce) ard AEW&C roles.

Efforts to rcduce the IR signature of engines are ongoing. This
t-ns an impact on the developnrent of tR<apable missile (for example,
ttre AIM-9 Sidewinder). C-ooling of engine exhaust plumes and
positioning of engines within airfrarnes are design options for
reduction of IR signature and trence reduced susceptibility to tF
homing missiles. As well as being cooled, exhaust plumes can be

40 The 'shutdown' rate fc a pardcular engine type rs e measure of the number of
ry ag"" shut-dovns recaded fc a giv€n level of flying effo,rt in normal
e€rvice. The rrcrnul measure fc shutdown rete b the numler of drut-downs per
lffiflyinghour*
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reshaped and directed through a special fairing.rt Vertical baffles
inside the air ducts can also mask engirrc heat. Turbofan mgines, by
virtue of their large rotating fans, are otcellent radar reflectors for
pulsedoppler radars and efforts b reduce radar signahrre are
ongoing. Air ducts above and behind the engine can be lined with
radar-abeorbent rnaterial (RAM) and covered with RAM<oated grids.
Additionally, mgines can to sorre extent be physically hidden inside
airfrane structures so that compressor fan exposure is reduced. ll'tte
&2 bomber is an extreme example of this, as it has its engine buried in
its wing stmcture with intalc air being fed from an opening in the
leading edge via an 9shaped inlet duct.

Ahftailes
The mapr issue in military affiame developnrent is in the

stealth arena. In ttre maritime environnrent, as in other environments,
stealthy airrcraft shorten the enemy's detection range anrd tlrerefore
allow friendly forces to penetrate defence o a greaEr depth. Stealth
technology embraces:

o reduction in radar cross-section (RCS);

o radar abeorption;

o reduction of IR signature; and

o reduction in active emissions.

Reduction in RCS involves the reduction of the cross-section of
aircraft as presented on radar screens. The degree of reduction is
dependent on tlre attenuation and diversion of radar waves aimed at
the target aircraft. Selection of appropriate georrrctric aircraft forms is
the rnain rnethod of reducing RCS. For example, the F-117A's fuselage
and wings meet in a ppamid shape, rather than as a rectangle, and ttrc
two fins are outward slanting, rather than horizontal or vertical. The
aircraft's overall construction is of flat straight+dged panels, and any
seiuns are specially rnachined to reduce radar signature. Wing leading
edges are swept back at a 67 degree angle such that radar waves are
deflected sideways and to the rear. Other flat surfaces are tilted at

41 S€e 'A Radical Design for Nightnrare SHk€t' ln ?1r Nao Frt of tltrrr Air Strib
(Time Life Books, Alexandria Virginia, 1991), p.6*75.
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angles (approxirnably 3O degrees) so as to d€flecf radar waves
upwards. The inFntion is always to deflect or abcorb radar waves to
prevent their return to ttre emitting radar.

The importance of reduction of RCS has been stated as follows:

An aircraft with an RCS of one metre can be deected
at a distance of 2fr) miles by a rnodern early-warning
radar. If ... the RCS was reduced b one millirretre
(the esfimated RCS of the B2), the aircraft would not
be detecbd by the sarre radar until approxirnately
four miles.42

Radar absorption and reduction of IR signahrre have been
dirussed alrcady, QuiE simply, radar abcorption involves the use of
radar-absorbing coatings or paint on the airfranc surface ard RAM in
exposed airfranre voids such as in engine intakes. Reduction of IR
signature mainly involves reducing the energy emitted from airrraft
engines. fire reduction in active emissions is an electronic isoue ard
rcquires further eliaboration in the section below entitled
'Electronics/Radar Developments .

Another developnrent in airframe constnrction is the use of
modern rnaterials such as composites and various metal alloys to
reduce weight. These materials allow ttre production of components
which are higher in strength for a given weighL Ae discussed
previously, reduction in weight for a given affiarne size dlows greater
capacity to carry fuel, avionics and weaporu. Finally, composite
mabrials facilitah the production of the complex shapes required for
greater stealth.

Modern airfrarne design bchniques and rnaterials are allowing
the production of airframes with greater serviceability and longer life.
This has a numberof implications including:

r irxreased aircraftavailability;

o greater resistance to corrooion, particularly in the maritirne
environrneng and

A Brndolph H. Brlnkley, Tuture US &ht€ro Are et r Cct/Technobsy Croso.d',
Ar;d Forra loron I Inbrctfunsl,ltnurry l9l, p.49
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o the availability of plafforms which are suitable for upgrading a
numberof times during theiroperational life.

Use of active control sysEms in aircraft is now almost
universal. Active control systems allow inherently unstable aircraft
designs to fly and also allow reductions in the size of wing and control

surfices, which in turn allows for more efficient aerodynamics. Gains
in aerodynamic efficiency largely translate into increases in range and
aircraft nranoeuwability. Active control systems also allow increased
control system reliability and reduce the effect of battle damage
through multiple redundarry.

The RAAF found, in transitioning from P-38 to P'3C aircraft,

that advances in the capabilities of the acoustic debction equipment
allowed P-3Cs to fly at highe altitudes while engaged in ASW
activities. Less stress is placed on ttre airfrarne and also o<posurc to
corrosive spray is reduced. The ability to fly at higher altihrdes
conferred by modern detection q/stems, combined with the reliability
of modern engines, makes increasingly attractive the use of twin-
engined civil airliners in rnaritirrc patrol roles. However, one

disadvantage of civil airframes is the significant modification required
to cater for the carriage of torPedoes or acoustic detection-related
equiprnent such as sonobuoys.

Ele ch onics I R ail ar D o el opment s

Developrrcnts in microprocessors ane revolutionising weaPon

systems and have led to operational capabilities which efsted only in
our imagination iust 10 years ago. Significant reductions in the size of
microprocessing equipment and modularisation allows weapon
systems to be used in a wider range of roles. For instance it is now
conceivable that an aircraft such as ttre Hornet could be fitted with an

acoustic detection suite on a pod for utilisation in the ASW role.

Naturally, the aircraft would not have the organic long range and
endurance advantage of the P-3C.

Radar perforrnance rcquirements principally relate to
sensitivity, resolution and data rate. Different asPects of performance
are emphasised in different oPerational environnrents ard roles. In a
maritime environnent and surface surveillance role, radar reolution
of stationary or slow-moving targets against tlre dutter caused by tLe

sea is obviously important. A radar used b rnonitor high-speed
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targets in the air rcquircs tlre application of different techniques to
those iust rnentioned for the maritfune surfac€ surveillanc€ role.
Transmitter lx)wer, frequency, antenna design, pulse repetition
frequency (PRD, pulse width, beam width and beam pattern are all
carefully considered against the operational requirements of a
particular s;rctem to ensure optimum efficierry arrrd a good signal-to,
rrcise ratio.43

Most modern airborne radar systems incrcrporaE pa.ssive
phased-aray antenna systems. A significant amount of work is
currently being undertaken b develop improved versions of these
antenna systems. The rnapr alea of development is in active phased-
aray antennas. This technology involves tlre physical mounting of the
transmitter and receiver modules directly behind the antenna array. In
a passive phased dllay, ttrese modules are physically removed from
the antenna and radar energy is carried to and from the antenna by
rclatively le"gthy microwave guides. This design inherently involves
relatively high energy loes€s compared to active phased-array antenna
systems.

All radar systems are affected by thermal effects within their
circuity.4{ Noise ii created by the r"r,io* moverrents of electrons
and ultimately adversely affects the signal-tenoise perforrnance of ttre
radar. The higher the thermal effect, the greater the rcise. Therefore
considerable effort is being made to reduce thermal noise in radar
systems. The active phased-array antenna has ttre advantage over the
pa.ssive phased-aray antenna in Errns of thermal noise due to the
effects of multiple,low-power transmit/receive modules in ttre forrner.
In a further effort to reduce therrnal noise in these antenna systems,
gallium arsenide (CaAs) componenb are now being used in sonre
systems where previously silicon has been used. GaAs componenb
have low ttrcrmal noise properties and are almost universally used in
satellite antenna systems, prirnarily for this re€reon.

Anbnna arrays forming part of the surface of the aircraft are
terrned conforrnal antenna ariays and are likely to beconre more
pr€valent in the fuhrre due to their ability to provide 3,60 degree

{t * Wb Rtilo ud Etartrcrrit: Wofoc Systcas 7gg2-gl (fane'e Inforuredon Grorrp,
,, CoulsdonSrney,T992),p3.n 

lSCeorgre W-Stimsqt, lrffi.ct&rl b Aitirtnt Rrrdllt (Hughes Aircreft Compeny,
E S€gundo, 1983), p.165.
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coverage, if suitably located in the airframe. Another advantage of
tlrese systems is in their contribution to reduction of RCS.

In the rnaritime reconnaissance role, radar slnterns need to
employ such techniques as pulse compression4s and scan-to-ran
processing{r b etminate sea clutEr. Synthetic-aperture radars
simulate radar antenna sizes much lalgerthan the antenna being used

and can be used for long-range ship profiling and hence dassification.

With changes in technology, eventually, the capability and
support costs associated with older avionics systems do not meet
contemporary needs. A rreed for comprelrensive change to extant
systems, tactical doctrine, operating procedues anl support
infrastructure is generally the outcome of the rapid change in avionics
technology. In the case of the RAAFs F-111C, advances in technology
have necessitated an update of the avionics system known as the
avionics update programme (AUP). This prograrnrne involves
updates to displays, comPuters, communication systems, terrain
following and attack radars, the diSital flight conhol system and the
aircraft stor€s rnanagernent sysFm. A new weaPons system support
facility (WSSF) anC new automated test equipment (ATE) are also

being procurcd.l7

Inft e-re il and Electro-optic Sy stens

Modern maritime patrol aircraft such as the P-3C and fighter
aircraft such as the F/A-18 Hornet employ IR technology for various
surveillance, ASW and air interdiction tasks. IR equipnrent is mounted
in a forward-looking infra-red (FLID pod or tunet. There is a trend
towards using laser designators in coniurction with IR equiprnent
which, as s€en in the Gulf War, drarnatically incr''eases weaPon
accuracy arvd hence weapon cost+ffectiveness. Cunent developments
in FUR technology ale airrred at producing systems with greater

detection and acquisition ranges.

Pulse compresaion is a method of increasing the regolutidr of a radar while
reteinlng tf,e powe transmieoion capetflitiea of the ra&r. The npthod involves
coarprening tlr rader returne frfri th€ target'
Scrri-to-sc.n Focsing involvee dircriminetisr between *r".rt d. troTS
vdodtiea. In ihe maritime envirqlm€nt th€le b a need to filter otrl the clutter
ceused by waves' velocities.
S€€ Wani.ick Shiel&,'Updated', AttstrdimD$trcFue ]aurruI,fanuary-February
1993,p.61.
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Elechooptic (EO) sysems combine IR technol%y with a
microprccessing capability to produce a passive version of the
profiling radar. EO sysEms can be used in the dual roles of navigation
and targeting; this is a capability extant in th€ low-dtitude navigation
and targeting IR system for night (LAI{TIRN fitted to a number of
fighter aircraft such as F-15Es ard F-16s. LANTIRN'provides long-
range detectiory minimises radar trarumit tirrrc, allows laser ranging to
tlre target to be done slewed [to] lineof+ight or to the radar, and can
be used b slew arut point air-to.air weaporc [at] ttre target'.4E The
advantage of EO (and IR) systems is that they ate complebly passive,
unless of course tlrey are combined with a laser designation capability
when it is activated. Ttre disadvantage is that they have simiLar
limitations to the human eye in daylight as they are influenced by
snnke, rain and sonn forms of camouflage.4g

Electronic Combat
The importance of electronic combat (EC) to the application of

air power is probably no rrpre graphically illustrated than in the
gxperierrce of the Israelis in the Yom Kippur War of 1973, wlrere they
lost over 100 aircraft to radardirected anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and
surfaceto.air missiles (SAMs). The Israelis learnt the EW lesson so
well that in 1982, in the Beka'a Valley, they lost only two aircraft for
the destruction of 80 aircraft and 19 SAM sites on the Sy"ia. side.s
Electronic combat comprises elecbonic warfare (EW) and suppression
of enemy air defences (SEAD). Both EW and SEAD involve monitoring
the electornagnetic spectrum used by tlre enemy. EW involves
electronic support measures (ESM), electronic countermeasures (ECM)
and electronic counter counterneasures (ECCM).

ESM is the pKrcess of passively collecting electronic
inforrnation for intelligence or early waming purposes and can
enhance air operations through the prirnary tasks of intercept arrl
passive warning. ECM involves active offensive nreasures to deny an
enemy the use of the electromagnetic spectrum arxC irrcludes ttre use of

I9!-8 hns€lr I ok, 'Expanding Flanet into the Night', /erc 
,s hpae Wufiy , 29 lwe

191,p.l1t5.
Se Peul R. feszla, 'Gutdance SpUrs Advrne ln Alr-Launched Msiles,, Dcfalrr
Elrlctmt&s,May l*9,p.19.
99" Cttl" Kopp, 'Radar Warning Reoe{vers and Defendve Elec-lrqric Cornter
Meesuree', Anstmllm Aobtlm, S"phtb"r f96E, p3S,
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deceptive transmissions, iamming, decop arrl screens. While ESM and
ECM result from initiatives taken by operators, ECCM is mone

concemed with providing equipnrent whidr is inherently resistant to
ECM. SEAD involves use of electronic or physical mealrs to neutralise,
temporarily degrade or destroy enemy air defences.sl

Tlre sheer volunre of electrornagnetic emissions from electronic
equiprrrent is increasing at a dramatic raE. This presents a daunting
situation for the design of EW equiprrrent. The volume of emission,
particularly in a combat scenario, rrEans that sophisticated rrcthods of
processing the signals being received and daermining effective ECM

and ECCM rcspons€s need to be inorrporated into weaPon systems.

However, the processing Power required in rnodern EW is such that
providing appropriate processing Power, and hence undertaking
effective EW, becomes almost prohibitively expensive. The difficulties
with 'defeating ttre threat', which is the basis of EW, have led to the
view that'avoiding the threat'is an important consideration in weaPon

system design.s2 Indeed, this is one reason why the development of
'low observability' (stealth) is so important.

Notwithstanding tlrc difficulties involved in designing
equiprnent with a high level of EW capability, EW enpyed a high
degree of success in ttre Gulf War. In large part, this was due to the use

of dedicated jrrmming aircraft such as the USAF EF-111 and USN EA-
68 in support of sbike aircraft. Additionallt the effective us€ of anti-
radiation missiles (ARMs), against air defence radars in the SEAD role,
ensured that Iraq's air defence system was quickly rendered
ineffective. It is important to note that ARMs are only capable of 'soft
kill' in the sense that they will only target the source of the
electromagnetic emissions, or the radar lread. Tlrey will not achieve a

'hard kill', which involves destroying tlre radar and the SAM launcher
associated with the radar system. Consequently, in the Gulf War,
SEAD aircraft such as F-4Gs and F-16Cs carried bombs, cluster bomb
units (CBUs) and Maverick missiles to detroy SAM launchers as well
as SAM radars.s

51 5* C,aty Waters, Gtlf bslrltr On - Tru Velv af Air Pottxt: futtinrll I'lswrs fo
Austrdb (Air Power Studies C-entse, Canbern, 199), p.185.

52 See Jamea W. Canan, 'How Electronic Co.rnumeanires Went Wrurg', Air Fote
lvlagazitu, August 1989, p.41.at See Waters, GuIf llsson Onc,p.l90.
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The implication for air operations in the maritfune
environnrent is that, should the enemy deploy a larud-based (eg on an
island air defence s)'sEm incorporating SAMs, then a SEAD capability
witl be required. SEAD can only be carried out by air assets and, in
Australia's case, that rnealrs land-bas€d air assets.

WeaponSystcmc

The weapon systems available for aircraft to engage marithle
targets are becoming plogressively rnore capable. This rate of increase
appears to be greater than tlre developrrent of ships' defensive systems
designed to counter them. Weapons have increased stand-off ranges,
which translates into reduced e(posure for attackers ard allows them
to rcmain outside ship missile engagernent envelopes. Improvements
in warhead size and lethality have led to irseasing probabilities of kill
ek). Indeed, ttrc Pk for nrodern air-tesurface missiles approaches a
pobability of one. Cloee-in weapons systems (CIWS6) have improved
the defensive capability of ships but, faced with high Pks, ships are
hcreasingly vulnerable to concentrated rnultiple attacks from aircraft
ard missiles.

For the CIWS role, in the maritirrE or land-based environnrent,
the Goalkeeper systemg is a state-of-the'art system. However, this
system's primary search and tracking methods ar,e X-band and X/Ka-
band radars respectively - Goalkeeper is primarily an active system.
For effectiveness in a passive npde, these sysbms need to be
employed with an IR scanning capability. However, all tlrese sysbms
rely on guns, which are ultimably subiect to ammunition limitations
and therefore lead to ship vulnerability urder sustained attack.

Aircraft can expect to operate above 10,m0 feet with almost
total immunity if the enemy employs only defensive weapons systems
such as man-portable lowlevel air defence (LLAD) missiles. LLAD
missile rnay be radarauided, but will rnore lilcely be shoulder-fired
ard utilise IR or laserjuidance techrrclog5l. If the enemy has a radar-
gided SAM capability intact, then aircraft will need to apply an
apprcpriate EC capability such as SEAD using ARMs. However, in the
Gulf War, grourxd-launched IR missiles mcounbd for all but two or

Se Iqb lensen Lok 'Betlng the Clceln Thre.t', lou's gau WdJy, l0
Ienurry 1993,p.t2-23.
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three of the 38 US ard alliet fixed-wing aircraft lost b hostile fire.$
This rcflects not only the effectiveness of SEAD operatioru but also the
vutnerability of aircraft b IR missiles at low level. Unforturntely,
existing fighter aircraft do not have a system that adequately warns of
approaching tR missiles and autornatically dispenses flarcs or
decop.s

If the enemy is not equipped with LLAD missiles, then the
danger ennelope reduces b around 5(X)0 feet for small-calibre
weapons during daylight ard to drnoet sea lenel at night.s7 Aircraft
equipped with daylnight target debction ard lae€r designation
s)rstems crould operab in that environrnent with immunity ard
provide pecision stsike with weapons such ag laserauided bombg
0.GBs).s8

Against rrnre capable shipborne defensive systems, weapong
such as AGM{4 Ha4roons9 could be employed in an open sea

environrnent where target identification is not an issue, as friendly
shipa will not be confused with the m€my. If 'man-in-theloop' is
nec€ssary until impact, tl€n shorter range weapong such as AGM{S
Mavericko and GBU-1561 would be apprcpriaE. ln this case, however,
control of the air is a necesary ingredient. Powered weaporur such as

Iulian hl<e, Deapite Inttlal Problesrs, EW SysErs Prove Effective ln Deaert
Sorsr', Atrtcd Forrrs laoul Intanutilnul,luly 1991, p.19.
ibid
The deteib of the vulrsability envelope ort fur€d in thia draph are &awn frcr
Pet6 Cris, Enpbying Srtll'l Ternfug h Loo Inlatsity Cor$irl (Alr Power Studies
C€ntne, Canberra, 1 992).
Laser-guided bourbe ere gmeral-prpce (GD bombe fitt€d with lass seekec and
guidance fins for aerodynamic qrtsd. The seeker hores drto laser energy
r€{lected from th€ target end tramudte stgnals to the ffru via the gui&ne
cmlP/uE..
H.rp@n la e lcrg-nnge (ap'prox {O krn) ra&rauided eir-toanrfre a srrfece-to-
srrfae grided miadle. The weapon ie capeble of e ser-Eldmming traiectcy
dr:dgn€d b redue the probability of ra&r detec{iott by the target. It is fitted to
the RAAFs FlllC end P-3C aircraft There ls e lerd strile verdqr of tlre HarPGt
(AGM4|E) called the st rdotr land etteck midle (SLAltf).
The AGM{5 Maverick mtrdh tr r precidcrauided trcdcd weapon whidr tsavds
et supecortc ryeed rrd us€ inftrred (D,F ild G nriants), TV (A and B varianb)
or las (E veriant) guid.ne. Effectve nnge o( the Meverick varies betwsl 20
ard 25 km. W-guided E isdleE are llmited to &ylight u* only.
The GBU-15 ls e 25m lb gll& borb whldr il guided by TV or imadng infra-red.
The operata ln the airqeft podrtlons the crm-hahs in his aockPit video display on
the tNrget, locks the bomb's cam€ra on the targa and then firea the weapon.
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Maverick are also capable of matdrirqg aggressive rnanoeuwes which
could be expected from craft such as fast patnol boats.

Anti-fubnefircWatfare
Improverrcnts in subrnarine Echnology and ttrc use of

gubrnarines hane been rrrct with conesponding imprcvernents in ASW
capabitity to the extent that land-based aircraft can provide an effective
counter to the submarine.62 Ttre point raised earlier abut air power
providing an ability to react quickly over large areas applies equally to
ASW. However, ASW is difficult and the skills required are
perishable.

The ru{Afr P-3C Orion povides a formidable ASW platform
with ite AQ$901 acoustic ayeter! ard passive sorobuoys, radar, IR
detection system, and magnetic arrcrnaly detector. Unfortunately, the
torpedo ourently in use, the 1vft46, represenb old technolo{iy, with
timited range, a small detection capability and lack of speed.6a
Detection systems (such as fixed or Ethered acoustic anays) can be
used to localise a subnrarine threat, ard aircraft can then be used to
pinpoint and attack a hostile subrnarine.

Notwithstanding the foregoing comments, airborne ASW is
expensive and has its limitations. There should be little doubt that a
combination of subrnarines, ships and aircraft is necessary for cost-
effective ASW. As observed by an experienced RAAF rnaritime
warfare officer: 'ASW is tlre quintessential pint operation'.fl

lindabe Operationel Railar Nehootk
The findalee operational radar network [ORN) will comprise

two radars (near longreach, Queensland and l-avertory Westem
Australia) and a JORN Coordination Centre at RAAF Base Edinburgh,
South Australia. Each station comprises a high-frequerrcy hansmitter
which refracts a signal from the ionosphere to a target, ard a rcceiver
site which rcc€pts an echo from the target. The transmitter receiver
siEs are located 100 km apart. Detection range for both ships and
aircraft is expected to be 20G3O00 kilometrres. IORN uses shifts in

62

6l
4

Dlsorred in detail ln Wing C-murander hn l,lacFerling 'Airborne And-
9rbaurfne Warfele'in Stephcns (e4), D{aulhg rh Ab fu C,ep,p.n.
tbt4,p.9.
lbld.,p.l(2.
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doppler frequency b rnonibr moving targeb ard in this.regard is
sirii-la" b the eitrnique usd ry pdse doppler radars in fighter
aircraft.

In an operational genre,IORI'I will alert F/A-18 Hornet aircraft
and Frernantledass Pauol boab to the presence of targets which need

to be intercepbd arU iamtfiea. Surface vessels wiu find it odnernely

difficult b avoid detection within IORN's footprint. Moreover,
dispersion will become a less effective tactic in areas cpvered by fORN.
Fundamental b the effective identification of targets, debcbd by
JORN, will be the presence of AEW&C aircraft.IORI.I has applicability
in peacetinc (for customs, immigration and so forth) as well as in tfune

of cpnflict. Ttrc radars will also npnitor weather patbrns, whidt will
allow ttre force and direction of cyclone activity to be plotted.s

N eoigation end T argeting

Advances in technology arc rnaking shipo easier to identify
and to target acrurately. Profiling radars allow identification of the

class of a sfup from beyond visual range. Global positioning system is

being integrated into a large number of airctaft ard weapon systems

ana -anows pinpoint navigational acturacy over large expanses of
water. GI'9 not only improves navigation acturacy but enhances

target acquisition and assists in weapon deUvg^ry3$ guidarrce, seardr

atJ resc.te (SAR) and command anrclcontrol (e).6

Miniaturised airborne GI"S receivers MAGRs), which are

currently being developed, will rcduce on-board space requirenrents of
F/A-18-Hornet arxC F-111C to half that required by curent airborne
receivers. Airborne GIIS$ can operate as stand-alone systens that
provide aircrew with latihrde, longitude, altitude and tirne, or as

integrated sysEms that further improve navigation and weapon

delivery accuracy.

C.olin Bleir, Jin&lee Cqrshuction Under Way', Asi*P.el1it: Dcfanc Repotut'
Febrr.rarv-Merdr 1993, p 35.
Exoend6d in Mark liewiatt and Csard T'rbe, 'GPS Conree of Age', De1ctrt

eitwni,, -a Cn npttitrg SuVplaruntt to In azr,tirlnrll D*as ko*tut'7/7991,p'75'
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Conclusion
There have been profound dranges in maritime warfarc since

the advent of air power. Tlre nature of these changes has been evident
from the experiences of the s€cord world war and other wars since.
Dudng the Seconrl World War, the view that it was rnor€ cost€ffective
to proiect air power in the rnaritime environment through the use of
land-based rather than shipiorne aircraft gained credence. The
cunent geostrategic circumstances of Australia and other nations of
the Western Pacific support the fundarrcntal importance of air power
propction by land-based aircraft.

Australia's defence policy, as espoused in The Defnce of
Austrelb 7987, is firmly rooted in the defunce of ttre air/sea gap.67 The
strategies of defence in depth ard increased defence self-reliance have
important implications for defence of that air/sea gap. In Australia's
case, pursuit of these strabgies involves possession of a credible
maritirne defence capability with an emphasis on reach, rapid response
over- large distances, and all-weather performance.6S Ilrc increasing
emphasis on economic arxl trade issues in a multipolar environrnent
also ensures that tlrere is a need for Australia and other western
Pacific countries to protect their trade routes. The western pacific is a
region of large air volume and sea area. This naturally leads to the
countries of the western Pacific becoming increasingly reliant on the
application of air power to protect tlreir areas of intercst. The large
area involved, particularly in Australia's case, emphasises tlre fact that
technolog;y and air power must provide tlre foundation of effective
defence within the region.

The GUU War has significantly albred perceptions by both ttre
rnilitary arrc the gelgral public of ttre importance or uottr 

-air 
power

and technology to defence rnatters. In a generic sense, the importarrce
of ttres€ issue in the rnaritinr environment has also been highlighted
by the Gulf war. clearly also, the maritinre environment needs the
application of air power doctrine and technologies whictr arc in many
ways unique t9 that environnrent. A number of areas of technological
developrnent have been discussed in this chapter. The techrct"gr"a
improverrrents discussed, in combirntion with the geostrategic
circumstanc€s which prevail in the western pacific region, lead to the

67
68 ltu @cc of lustrdb 7987, p 31.

See Sctrubert, tr{aritime Stiki', p.22.
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conclusion that land-based air power has a pivotal role which is
incrcasing in importance.

Technological developments have led to increases in reliability
and rnaintainability, wNch in turn lead b increased sortie rates.

Fighbr-bombers of ttre Second World War flew about once every foyr
diln; improving slightly to once wery three days in- Korea.. By-the

time of tte Vietna- War, such aircraft flew four out of every five days

and in the Gulf war allied planning staffs expected at least three
sorties eveqy two days.g Increased sortie rates transl,ate directly to
increas€d cost+ffectiveness.

This cost-effectiveness has been improved even further

through tlre development of systems that enharrce survivability. Inss

rates Ior airrraft have been falling. Ttre combat air loss rab for US

forces during the Second World War was 9.7 W cent; during the
Korean War,2per cen! ard during the Vietnam War, 0.4 per cent'

Unebacker II, in which US aircraft flew against sophisticated air
defences around Hanoi and Haiphong, rnaintained a loss raE of less

than 2 per cent. Israeli losses during the Yom Kipp-ur War *ut* l.,ft
cent ard British losses in the Falklands were less than 2 per cent./u In
the Gulf War, allied losses were 0.035 per cent.n

Further developrrents in precisionAuided stand-off weaPons

and stealth technology will contribute to improved survivability in tlre
future. Precision-guided stardoff weaPons not only enlarge the

requirements for defence, ttrey also increase surface-to-air missile

"t 
g"gutot t problems. Improvenrnts in single'th$ kill probabilities

aff6ried by precision-guided standoff weapons reduce the number of
aircraft n€eded to attack given targets.

When night vision equipment is added to tlre range of
technological developmenb discussed earlier (GPS, AAR, stealth,

I€Ms, erc.), air power is afforded ttre ability to conduct precision

attacks against a variety of targets over considerable distances, 24

hours 
^ 

{ay,including in inclement weather. In terms of flexibility the

m

n

These figure ere qrrcted by Air Chk{ Y*h"l Sir Ykh.el !,r"y**, qhf.d +"
Strff, U-K in his-openin! addrese, Rrture Air Porrer-Requiremcnte, to the

Slreolrard Confereneqr AIr Power, lreld in the uK qr 11-12 February 1993'

crcrp capain A.G.B. Vallance, The ttrturcr offendve Air Operatiotts" RUSI

foarrd, 9rmmer 1991, P21.
Waters, Gulf l2sfrt One, P.143.
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F-llfC, for irutance, can be arr€d with two 500Ib IGBs, two Flarpoon
missiles and two AIM-9 Sidewinder air-b-air missiles, thus allowing a
r€$ponse to sea,land ard air threats in the one mission.T2

The ADF must expect an enemy's air defence system to
include a mix of AAA ard SAM defences, with radar, optical and IR
hackturg capabilities. While tl€ UniEd Stabs is able to invest
considerably in dedicabd iammirqg, SEAD and sEalth aircraft, such is
not the case for Australia or other WesErn Pacific nations. In terms of
sEalttU radar cross-sections can be reducnd without irrurring costs of
the ilk of the USAFs F-777A. A low RCS allows aircraft to hide in low-
level clufter and this type of techrnlogy is affordable for small nations.
Modern combat aircraft last much longer than their predecessors. For
example, in the 193ft a figher aircraft had a half-life of about two
years. In the 1950s they were obsolescent in five years; in the 196Os in
about 10 years; in the 1970s in about 20 years. Those of the 1980s and
1990s will last even longer. The F4 Phantom has been in service now
for 34 years; C-13& have been anrund for 25 years.

The contribution of weapon systems to national security must
be factored into the cost+ffectiveness equation and the advances in

suggest that aircraft are becoming increasingly cost-
effective. C-omrnercial aircraft equipment is being produced in ever-
furcreasing quantities and, as the need for the militaqy to 'overdesign
and 'over-ruggedise' equipncnt which has a civilian counterpart
diminishes, costs of the total system can be reduced.

Finally, aircraft ane an irdispensable component of the
rnaritirne warfare envirronnrent in the Weetern Prific region. Air
power's unique attributes, which rnake it such a potent furce in the
maritirrrc environnsnt, are only enhanced by tte techrrclogical
developnrents discussed in this chapter.

72 $ephens (el.ll, Dcptrititrg ttu Air tu c4,p.l2l.



CHAPTER 6

SEA-BASED AIR

Stan Weeke

Developrnents in sea-based air have continued to evolve with
the shifting global security context of ttre post{old War era. For the
United States, as well as for the naval forces of nrany Western Pacific
nations, this has meant a tend toward multi-mission roles for both
fixed-wing aircraft and tactical sea{ased trelicopters. This shift toward
multi-mission roles informs both force structure and employment
decisions for sea-based air.

For the United States, the trend in sea-based air reflects more
closely the new littoral, expeditionary, pint nature of current naval
operations, as outlined by the r€cent White Paper, Fron the Saa.l For
other nations, this trend toward multi-mission, sea-based air provides
fledbility to meet the new challenges of a changing security
environment.

For fixed-wing aircraft, ttre prinre focus has been on providing
multi-mission fighter and attack capabilities in the sarne aircraft. (This

continues an earlier trend of incorporating the tactical air
reconnaissance mission in, for example, US Navy F-14 fighter aircraft
though addon tactical air reconnaissance pod system (TARPS) pods.)
The new Marine Cotpu Flarrier II Plus version will modify this
prirnary ground attack aircraft with radar and night capability to allow
better fighter aircraft performance. US naval helicopters are also

changing to reflect more diverse roles induding surveillance, shallow-
water ASW, and anti+urface missions.

A more detailed survey of more rec€nt and planned
developments in US sea-based air will confirm the changing littoral,
multi-mission emphasis. The trend toward multi-mission fixed-wing

US Departnrmt of the Navy and US Marine Corps White Papet, ... F'crln lle Sce.
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carrier aircraft has been underway for some time. The value of the
fighter/attack capabilities of the F/A-18 were validated in the 1991
Persian Gulf War. As noted above, since the mid-1980s, tactical
rcconnaissance has been perfornred through adding TARIT1S pods to F-
14 aircraft. With the early retirement of dedicated A{ attack aircraft,
lard attack capability (for laser-guided bombs) will be added to F-14
fighters. Each aircraft carrier will now be receiving two HH{OH
combat search and rescue helicrcpters, which can also fill attack and
special forces delivery roles. Indeed, the multi-mission tend is
perhaps rnost evident in US naval helicopters.

Sonre cruiser/devoyer/frigate based SH{B helicopters
have recently been arm€d with the Penguin missile to attack larger
ship targets, and new plans call for arming other SH-6OB naval
lrclicopters with forward-looking infra-red radar, laser designators,
and Hellfire missiles. To enhance shallow-water ASW, these SH-6086
are also now slated to rcceive the same advanced low-frequerry
(dipping) sorurr as carrier-based SH{0Fs.

The trend to multi-mission capabilitie in US sea-based aircraft
will continue in the future. For tlre rernainder of this decade F/A-18
aircraft will be the sole procurenrcnt for carier fighter/attack roles,
and the eventual perrnanent A-6 replacement (formerly AFX) is also
planned to be multi-mission.In addition to adding dipping sonars and
arming shipbased helicopters, some of these are likely to receive laser
minehunting capability. Unrnanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are likely
to provide rnapr new multi-mission sea{ased air capabilities. Pioneer
UAVs embarked on US battleships in the Persian Gulf War provided
gunfire support spotting ard damage assessnent. Eventually, new
UAVs may fill most of the reconnaissanc€ and targeting roles. By 2000,
the first of tlre Marine Corpu vertical/short takeoff and landing
(VSTOL) V-22 aircraft will pin the Fleet. long-term (post-2010)
planning envisions a Y-22 VSTOL-type followon marine
attack/observation (VMAO) aircraft to replace Marine Co"pu Cobra
AH-ls, Huey UH-1Ns, ard even OV-10D Broncos in tlreir respective
roles of armed escort, combat support ard reconnaissance. A similar
Navy derivative, SH(X), is mvisioned as tlre long+erm replacement for
Navy H{0 series helicopbrs and 93 Viking fixed-wing canier ASW
aircraft. There are also maFr long-term implications in plans for a
pobntial advanced supersonic VSTOL (Harrier follow-on) with respect
to distributing air power at sea ard perhaps wentually reducing the
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size of dedicated carier aircraft platforms.

Sea-based air in the countries of the Western Pacific already
reflects many of these current changes in US sea-basd air, and also

demonsbabs the new focus on multi-mission roles. The Unid States

is now the only Pacific nation with a carrier fixed-wing aircraft
capability, as the Russian VSTOL carriers Minsk arul Nooorossisk

lerrrain inoperable in the Vladiovstock area, and are unlikely to be
repaired. ln ttre future, helicopters will be integral to any standard
destroyer class. In laPan, ttre helicopEr force is modern, but there are
no firm plans for developing a dedicated helicopter canrier. In the

Republic of Koreq Lynx trelicopters will be embarked on the new

frigate. Taiwan has recently purchased LAMPS I helicopten, whidt
witt Ue integral to ttreir new frigates. And for the People's Republic of
China, there is an increased emphasis on helicopters on their new
DDGs. The Chinese are also eager to eventually acquire a carrier for
blue.water operations, and will probably first acquire a helicopter

carrier.

In Southeast Asia, in Malaysia and Indonesia, the npve will
likely be from a first-generation Wasptype surveillance/utility/ASW
torpeao drop helicropter to a rrnre capable multi-mission helicoper.
India has twb aircraft carriens, with VSTOL Flarrier aircraft embarked,
as well as helicopters on ships. Thailand has a helicopter carrier under

construction in Spain for delivery in 195, and rnay qy to purchase

Harrier aircraft as well. The rationales for the Thai carrier have varied,
and include: defence of Thailand's west coast; support to disaster-relief
efforts in Southern Thailand; and, more recently, ttre need to control
sea lines of communication in the Gulf of Thailand. These varied
argurnents have reinforc€d the widespread belief that the real reason

foi fnailand's carrier acquisition is intemal military comPetition and
external desire for prestige - irrespective of tlre undesirable precedent

the Thais might set for potential PRC and even Japanese carrier
acquisition. Australia, of cours€, has one of the rrpst rnodern naval
forces in the Western Pacific, irduding embarked SH{08 helicopters-

Although not approved yet, there is considerable naval desire for an

Australian helicopter carrier which could fill both tsaining and support
roles.

In the future Pacific security envincnrnent, sea-based air will
continue to perform a variety of missions including surveillance, anti-
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subrnarine warfare and anti-surface attack. It will becorne increasingly
important, for example, for countries to enforce archipelago claims ard
to police fishing, pollution and other EEZ activities. To support these
missions, sea-based air will increasingly fill a surveillance functiory
despite the fact that helicopters are generally less efficient in this than
long-range rnaritirrE patrol aircraft. Further, as subrnarines become
rnore broadly acquired throughout tlre rcgion, and operate at ever
greater ranges, sea-based air will need to act as instrurnents of longer
range anti-submarine warfare. tn the surface warfare area, the shipe of
all nations in the Wetern Pacific now, except thoce of ttre philippines,
have anti-ship missile capabilities, making over-the-horizon targeting
(from helicopters or patrol aircraft) important. Providing sea-based
helicop-ters with arrrEd attack capabilities is another likely eventual
trend for countries with large helicopters and the ability to pay ttre
cosb.

In corrclusiory then, the trerd for sea-based air is multi-mission
role. firis trend is nnst dearly visible in the United States Navy in
dual-role fighter/attack fixed-wing carrier aircraft, and the trenrd to
arming anrC installing dipping sonarE on helicropters (in addition to
their traditional A^SW ant anti-surfac€ targeting and attack
capabilities). Similar broader aircraft roles arud the equipping of
helicopters with these additional capabilitie will gradually appeir in
the Westem Pacific navies.



CHAPTER 7

MAIOR SURFACE COMBATANTS

Stephen Youll

Introduction
It is not tlre intention of this chapter to coniure up a future

environment of wish lists and what might be technologically feasible

in regard to mapr surface combatant development in the. western
Pacifii. There are, however, sorne longer term significant
developrrrents which will impact on future surface combatant design
in our iegion. The battle force combatants (BFCs) that will commission

into the 0SN itr the 2020s arxt 2030s will have improved capabilities in
all warfare areas including an ability to insert special force by air and

surface.l

Ttre BFc will be stealthier in all spectra (electromagnetic, infra-
red, acoustic, magnetic and wake) and will probably be able to manage

its signature to ploduce different effects on hostile sensors or weaPon

seekJrs. It will ilso probably have significantly improved selfdefence

and countermeasures systems, with hard-kill and soft-kill capabilities

being totally integrated.

These developments ar€ a long way off for regional navies,

however, and this chapter considers tlre status and nature of generic

surface warfare capabilities arul then focuses on a couple of regional

prograrnmes in order to quantify the degree t9 ylq. rccent

ienelop*enb have been abeorbed or are being applied by Western
Pacific navies.

It can be, of coutte, totally misleading to consider surface

combatanb in isolation when rnaking iudgements about a navy's

capabilities or evolving developncnt. The suctessful deployment of a

surface crombatant capaUitity is critically depenrdent on a number of

I Viao. A. Meyer, Surface Warfare Vision 2G0, US Naval Surface Warfare Cmter,
December 190, unpublished.
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factors, induding intdligerre, surveillance, reconnaissance, support
both ashorc and afloat, quality of rnanpower, baining, and the national
interest ard the rcsultant intmt or attitude. One only has to recall the
Irdonesian Navy of the mid-l%Os with one Sverdlov, 8 Skoris, 8
Rigas, 4 other frigaEs ard 14 Kronstadts, all less than 10 years old. A
formidabh nrodern force at ttrc tirne, which had the potential to
significantly influence regonal balanc€s, gven the political will.

Tuming b sonp of the component mabriel elernents which
traditionally rnake up a surfact warfare capability, it is useful to note
how try have evolved over the past decade or so and what effect this
has had on the practice ard deployrnent of the capability. However
the examphe lisEd below are iust that, ard are in no way intended to
be exhaustive.

Surfecc Warfarrc Courbilant Elcments - Reccnt Dcvelopmente

Hlrll, Medrctilll .ilI Elechical HME)

Dcvelopmente
o GaE turbine
o Diesel devdoprnent - idling
o Controllable pitdr propellers
o St@lth
o Modularity

Effcds
o Response
o Imprcvedreliability,rnaintainabilityandavailability(RMA)
. Autonomy
o Eruclurance
o Survivability
o Reducedsupportinfraetnrcturerequirencnts

hwro

Dcvcbpncntr
o Stneller,threedfunensional(3D),phased-array,p,mlse-

compressed r.darg
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o Infra-red ad electnoopical sysbrns
o Electronic support tneasunes, signals intelligence (SIGINT)
. Shipbornehelicopterc

Effects
o Affordability
o passivity
o More information
o Over-thehorizon (OfH) capability

C ommend, C onttol, Commtnbstiorc enil Intelligarce G|I)

Developmente
. SatelliEcommunication(SArcOM)
o Security
o Internal communications
o Base sysFms and local area networks (LANs)
r Modularity

Effects
o Greater data compilation capacities and s@s
. Security
o More effective engagernent ard routine rnanagencnt
o Better presentation
o More valid decision rnaking
. Improved octernal links
o Growth capabilities

Anti-AirWuferc

Devclopmente
. Guided/conected gun proiectiles
o Vertical missile launching sysEms
o Close-in w€xrpons systenrs (C[WS)
o Electronic counErrneasures - hard ard soft

Effecte
o Affordability
o Irrreased survivability
o Missile mixes
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o Growthcapability

Anti-&fuileirvWerlue

Devclopmentc
o Sonardetectionardsignalprccessing
o Heliopter sensor and w€npon deliveqyo Torpedo developrnente and proliferation

Effecta
o Increased levels of ASW capabilityo Increased survivability

SwfeeWuferc (SIIW)

Developmentc
o holiferation of Harpoon arxt E)oc€t t)?eso OTH targedng by third party or oqganic helicoptero Availability of helicoper weaporuro Gun ts-guidedproiectiles, electrothermal

combustion (ETC)

Effects
o Increased perceived threato Horizonexbnsionardlongerrangeengagementg
o Irrreased tactical opions
o Increased targetingrequirennnb

Sryport

Developmentr
o lteduced requirenrent due to HME ard weaporu systerns

RMA developnrenb (e.g. Signad WM 20, guided missile
laurrch system (GMI.S) Mk 13, Mk 4l vertical laurch system
(us))

. Repbnishment at sea (RA.S)
r Constmction moduhrity

Effects
o Aubnomy
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o Enduranc€
o Inrdigenous depotJevel maintenance (DLM)
o Importanc€ of equipment selection to provide generic

capaUitity and growth capacity (e.g. Mk 45 gun system's ability
to acrept guided proiertiles and ETC propulsion and tlre non-

missile specificity of ttre Mk 41 VIS).

In summarSr, all tfrese developrnents are being incorporated,
by deglees, into various regional surface combatant programmes and,
indeed, there has been some dosing of the technologicd gaPs whidt
existed between regional and extra-regional navies. That it is not to
assume, however, that the operational Sap6, or the relative abilities to
use and deploy such technological developments, have closed to the
same degrce. The operational and technological benchmarks in our
region will continue to be provided by th" US Seventh Fleet for at least
a generation to corne.

The trends for ttre next 1G15 years in fuutheast Asian naval

force development are already evident.2 The ASEAN navies have

followed an ilmost consistent path of naval developnrent fiombrown-
water to green-water and evolving blue'water concEPts. Their
developrnents, however, have been largely tactical and defensive in
naturc and commensurate in quantity to their increased economic
wellbeing.

In the broader, Western Pacific region, China, Iapan and to a
lesser degree India have tlre potential to provide both stabilising and
destabilising influences, ard the rernainder of the region aPPears
resigned to an era of alleged increased instability, but with improving
resources anrC mechanisms to manage contingerries.

What has rof been seen in the region is alarming arvd

disproportionate investment in significant surface warfare strike
capabilities such as dedicated over-thehorizon targeting (OTHT),
longer range missiles, specialist training ard support infrastructure.

CMDR J.V.P. C-lddck RAN - in an addr,er to e Gonferene qr Meritisre Power in
th€ chfuu sees: cepabilitiea erd Retiqrale Auebdian Institute of International
Affairs, C.nbqra,7 Ma-y 199J.
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Some Perticuler Regiond Progranmes
ln consideing sonn specific regional programmes it is

perhaps appropriate to adop a'bottoms- up' perspective.

Australie md Neut Zealand

A very good example of how regional navies have
incorporated recent surface warfare bchnological developments is the
way the Royal Ausbalian Navy turned a 2000 tonne offshore patrol
vessel (OPU with a 76 mm gun and an optronics director into a 3600
tonne Anzac ship and with an integrated CP system, Mk 45 gun, Mk 41
VLS, Seahawk capability and growth capacity.

The RAN really seems to have got it right this tirne with
support and training infrastructures being put in place to allow
optimum use of the capability from first cnmmissioning. Further
commendable sleight of hand appear to be in tlre offing with a 450
tonne Fremantle dass replacement in the year 2ffi2 being converted
into a 1100 tonne air<apable missilearnred offshore patrol combatant
(Orc) in 198. Eleven hundrcd tonnes might be a bit tight but Anzac
class type armarnents of Mk 45 gun and Mk 41 VLS are feasible in
MEKO 140s and the 1500 tonne Eurocorvette.

The benefits of operational and technological developments
would be optimised if generic systems, such as the Mk 41 VlS, were
chosen for the RAN Orc.

Indotcsic
C,oing north,Indonesia has no active technology-based surface

combatant proiect, with the FFG 90 2500 tonne frigate programme for a
proierctd 23 ships now being superseded by a corvette programme for
76 lower cost vessels. Indonesia is well placed, however, to
supplernent its surface warfare capability by the acquisition of surplus
Dutch Korbnaer- and Trompdass vessels as well as ex-USN Knox-
class DE 1052 ships.

firis would be a quantitative rather than a technology
aoquisitiory although all three types of ships are very capable and
would be only 20 years old.
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Singqate

Singaporc has an active programme to obtain twelve,5Tm or
so patsol craft to replace the Sea Wolf class. They are expected to be no
rnore sophisticated relatively than the Victory class with the pohntial
for a surfacsb-air miseile sysbm - possibly the Israeli vertically
launched Barak.

A wild card could be, howener, if Karlskronavarvet of Sweden
offered a variant of their Smydge stealth<rgineered surface-effect
ship.

Mdeycit
The two Royd Malaysian Navy (RMN) Yanow frigates on

order are relatively cpnventional but veqy well equipped. TtEy have a
16<€Il vertically launched Sea Wolf irutallation which is missile-
specific ard therefore does opdmise the generic launcher developnrnt
ae provided by the Mk 41.

Therc is also the mudr-vaunted RMN OP!/ programnre of up
to 27 vessels over the next three FiveYear Plans. The OPVs are
e:<pected to be up to 1200 tonne ard, although conventional, well
equipped and including a Lynx/Dauphin type helicopter-operating
capability.

l,tany recmt short list6 of pobntial prirne qontractors have
ircluded TransfieH Shipbuilding which augurs well for a potential
pint RMN/RAN prognamrne. The degree b which comrnonality of
tedmology-based equipnent such ae laser ring g,yrG, generic weapons
systems, etc., can be achieved will significantly affect capability and
supportability of the vessels.

Philippir,es

The two cun€nt Philippine pabol boat programmes will
principally povide a much-needed rnodern tecturobgical experience
for the Navy arxl, whilst introducing a rurfacetosurface missile
capability, tlrerc is little or no impact on regional balancec.

A phn to acquire three furns Soviet Tarantul<lass guided-
missile patrol boats GFC,s) seeme b have foundered.
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thailand
Perhaps the two rnost interesting ships being acquired in the

region are the Royal Thai Navy's Naresuamlass Frcs and the

helicopter support shrp Clubi N n udet.

Ten years ago the rnapr surface combatants of the RTIrI
consisted of:

1 Yarrow frigate (1973),
2 US PF 103dass frigates (1974),

2 Tacoma frigates (lg4d),
1 US Cannondass frigate (lg4d),
3 Ratcharit{lass PTFGs (large guided-missile motor boats) (1979), and
3 Prabparapac-class PTFGs (7976).

Since then they have acquired, additionally:

4 Chao Phrayadass FFGs ( J997 / 921,

2 Rattanakosin-class DEGs (guided-missile escort ships) 09f!6/87),
3 Khamronsin-class ASW corvett e (19921,

6 Sattahipdass PTFs (patrol torpedo boats, fast) (1983/86),

3 Chon Burid,ass PTFs (1983/84);

and have on order: 2 Naresuandass FFC,s and 1 trclicopter support
ship- CftabiNantbel.
They are also looking at a 2000 bnne logistic suPPort ship and
submarines.

Naresuan-Ctass FFGs

The Naresuans ane due to crcmmission in 1995 and their design
incorporates all the recent technological developments induding VLS.
It should be noted, however, that the mix of Chinese and Western
HME, C3 and weapons systems elements must be an integration task
of no little challenge.
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Figure 72
RTN Naresuan€lass FFG (model, 1991)

Iau's Fighthg Ships 19n-el $ane's Inforuration Group, C-oulsdon Surrey,
r93).
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RTN Naresuan4lase FFG3
Displacernent
Dimensions
Main Machinery

Speed
Range
Complement
Missiles

Guns

Torpedoes
EW

Radars

Fire Control

Sonar
Helicrcpters

2980 brures full load
120 x 13 x 38 meties
Corribined dieel or ga$ turbine propulsion
(coDoc)
2 x GE LM 2500 - 30 gas turbines
2 x MTU 20V 1163 diesels
32 knots
4(XD nm at 18 knots
150
8 x Harpoon
16 cell Mk 41 VI.S with SeasParrow
1xMk45Mod2l27mm
2 x 37 mm twin
2 x 3 Mk,16
Type!X5 GPf decoys
MirageESM/ECX{
1xLWO8
1xType360
2xSPS64
2 x Signaal separate track and illumination
radar (STIR)
Typ374G
TypeS}DT
1 x Seasprite or Super Lynx

Helieapter SupportShip
The Bazandeigned ChnkriNaru&et is a very capable ship and

able to acrommodate up to 15 S€a King size helicopters or 12 AV{B
Sea Harrien and is Chinook<aPable.

AMI Internatiqral, rlffisidc tlrarl PnFrlins RtPor, (AMI Intermdonal Seattle,
192t.
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Figun 7A
RTNHelicoptcr Support Ship Destgn
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Empreer Nedonal B.atU M.drid"
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RTN Ch.kri Naruebet{lase OPHC'

Displacerrent
Dimensions
Main Machinery

Speed
Range

Complement

Missiles

Guns
E'W

Radars

Sonar
Aircraft

11,185 tonnes full load
182.6 / 16/.7 x 3O 5 / 225 x 6.8
CODOG
2 x GE LM 2500 gas turbines
2 x MTU 15V 1163 diesels
27 knots (16.5 on diesels)
1000 nm at 12 knots
7150 nm at 155 knots
455 62 officers) plus 1tl6 aircrew
plus4 (Royal Family)
Space and weight (S&W for 2 x 8<ell Mk 41

VLS with Seasparrow
S&W for4 xCIWS
4 x decoy systems
ESM/ECM
3Dmediumrange
2D long rage
Navigation
Ainraft control
Fire control
Hull-mounted
15 SH-3D Sea Kit g or 12 AV{B Harrier

Whilst it is stated that this particular ship is being acquired for
presence, surveillance ard disaster relief, an ability to oPerate 12 short
takeoff and vertical tanding (STOVL) aircraft, supported by 2

Naresuans and 4 Ctroa Prayas, a support ship, eight other surface-to-

surface missile (SSM)-equipped vessels and adequate land-based air
surveillance and strike is not much less than a formidable and new
capability in the region.

It will therefore be important for the Thais to send the right
messages to their neighbours over tlre next fuw ye.u6, particularly in
rqiard to the potential acquisition of Harrier-type aircraft.

lnfonnetion rupplkrd by Emprese Necbnel Brzen.
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North Asia

- As this chapter has ttre obiertive of foctrsing on developmerrts
closer to Australia, discussion of surface warfare developmlnts in
North Asia is not as detailed as for other parts of the region.
Capabilities which may, however, impinge on developments in surface
warfare in the region are:

Iapen
o
o

Chbn
o
a

Korca
O

o
o

Aegis destroyers
Maritine Self-Defense Force (MSDF) carrier plans and
prospects

Reunification prospects
the Korean destroyer developnrent (KDX) programme
Green- and blue-water skills development

the 4-5000 tonne Zhan ]iangdass destroyers
the 2250 tonne Jiangmei corvettes with vertically launched
SAMs
the People's Liberation Army-Navy (PLA-N carrier plans for
a 40000 tonne,40 aircraft vessel

Conclusions

The 
-steady adoption of available technology by regional

navies has tended to dose the rnaritime technological giis a;d nations
like Australia can no longer maintain the deglees of relaiive advantage

-tltt Fy may have previously enpyed. Acquisition of technobg!-
based sysbnrs, however, does not banslate directly into capability a;dtEgr pernlties involved in deploying new equipment such as
orHT. Tlre means, skills, adequate support infrastructure such as RAS
and, most importantly, people, all play their part.

- The'people'dimension has rnany facets, of which raw quality
and quantity, training professionalism, motivatiory leadersnii ani
attitude are Paramount. A navy, of ibelf, cannot provide itt ttre
negources ard influerrces to achieve 3ucce39 in ttrcse aspects - national
nesources are consistently requiled to urderpin the enterprise.
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In sumrnary, on the surface warfare fronb there are increasing
regional acquisitions of echnology that translab into firepower or
warfighting bctrnologies which have a teldency b imbue competitive
anA escatatory influences and are corducive to deetabilisation. For the
forcs€eable fuhre, however, evolving and individual national interests

are probably rmre important than the odd hardware acquisition.



CHAPTER 8

SUPPORT AND LOGISTICS SHIPPING

Bob Onneton

Frequently, the focus of emerging operational and
technological devdopnrents in npdern warfare is on the'sharp end'of
military capabilities. This chapter oramines developrnents in the'tail',
concentrating on support and logistics shipping in the Western pacific,
including amphibious forcas.

The key question addressed in this chapbr is the extent to
which developments have enhanced the power-projection capabilities
of countries within the region, and their impact on the regional naval
balance. That question is addressed through an analysis of support
and logistics shipping under the following headings:

o Tlends in regional naval capabilities.

r The utility and availability of commercial shipping.
o Strategic sealift developrnents.

Trendo fur Regional Navd Capabllitiec

AMdter of Definition
A particular difficulty in examining support and logistics

q$pnin8 relates to terminology. The labst editioi ol lane's fighting
Ship, for example, lists 33 different types of support vessels ln its
glossary. Moreover, individual countries add to the confusion by
s9np 

-tfunes 
describing ships not in terns of what tt ey 

"te, 
but rather as

what the country would liIG its neighbours to think it has in its naval
inventory.

For the-purposes of this pape , and in the context of providing
sorne meaningful comparative trends, support and logistics shipping
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capabilities are considered under three broad headings and six
functional groupings, namely:

o Amphibious forcrs

o Landing ships tank (1Jm tons plus)

o l^anding ships medium (5G1500 tons)

o Personnel transports (2,0ffi tons plus)

. Lo{iistic shipping

o Underway replenishrrent ships (2,000 tons plus)

r Underway replenishrrnnt tankers (15m tons plus)

. Support shipping

o Repair and salvage ships (1J00 tons plus)

Laniling ShipsTa*
The number of landing ships tank (I.ST) held by individual

countries in East Asia, fuutheast Asi4 South Asia anl Oceania
(hereafter refered to as the Western Pacific), in the Perid 1970 to
1992, is shown at Figure 8:1. (The capabilities of the United States and
Russia are addressed separately.)

Many of the shipo are United Sates'origin ISTs built in the
1940s. That applies particularly to those of South Kor€a, Taiwary
Vietnam, the Philippine and Malaysia, and to at least half in the
inventories of China, Thailard and Indoneia. Singapore's LSTs are
also ex-US 1940s-vintage ships, but were substantially rnodemised in
the late 1970s.

Of the rernainder, |apan's six ISTs were built in the mid-to'late
1970s. China's three Yukandass ISTs were built in the early 1980s.

Indonesia's six Korean-built LSTs were commissioned in the early
1980s, as w.ls Australia's HMAS T&ruk. Ttre only relatively new LSTs
in the Western Pacific are India's Magar, commissioned in 1987, and
Thailand's indigenously built Normed<lass ISTs, commissioned in
the late 198&.
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Figure &1
Thends ln Anphibtour Forccs I;g7(J-lYrZ,

Landing Shipo Tenk (+15fl1tons)
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Snceadve laeu€s of Tlu Mtlibry Balarcc (lnternational Institute for
Strategic Strdiee, Ldrdon, 197V792).
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Figure t2
japan's Planned Amphibious Landing Ship

(an artisfs impression)

w7

laru's Dclarcc WceHy,5 Septemfu 1992,p23.
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I-ooking ahead, a potentially conhoversial acquisition is a new
E,9(Xltonne amphibious lading ship for fapan, induded in ]apan's
recently published Defnce Funiling Rqurrlt 1993. The d€sign of the
lTGmehe-long ship, costed at US$410 million" is politically
contsoversial because it locabs the supenb:uchrre to starboard,
aircraft<anier style (see Figure 8:2).

Japanese defence officials say that the design is not for an
aircraft<apable ship and that it would allow the embarkation of only
orrc rnedium-lift helicopter. It would also have two hovercraft-t)"e
landi"g craft in its floodable welldeclg each capable of carrying one 50
tonne tank or 25 troops. Nevertlreless, it seenu unlikely - given
domestic ard regional sensitivities - that Tokyo will agree to the
proposed design, at least before China makes any move towards
acquiring its own aircraft or helicopter carrier.

I^endingShipsMeiltum

The number of landing ships medium (LSm heH by countries
in the Western Pacific is shown at Figule 8:3. Of importance is that
rx)ne are held by Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Pakistan, Australia
or New Zealand.

As for the LSTs, a number of the LSMs are United States-origin
ships, built in the 194& (those of South Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines,
Thailard ard a quarter of those in the Chinese inventory). Those of
Vietnam and India are of Soviet or Polish constructiron of the
Polnochny dass, built between 1975 and 19E5, but based on
technologies from the early 1970s. |apan's Yuradass and Yusotei<lase
ISMs are some of the most modern but, being at the bottom end of the
tonnage range, should dmost be considered as 'landing craft' rather
than shipe.

The one counFy in Figure 83 showing a strategically
significant capability trend, particularly over the past decade, is Chini.
It is progressively phasing out its o<-US Huadass LSMs, while
building up its numbers of indigenously produced Yuliang- and
Yudao-class shipo. Production in both dasses began in the early 1980s,
turning out LSMs around 1(X)0 tqrs, capable of carrying three tanks.
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Figure E3
Trmds in Anphibious Forceg 1;97&{99e.'

Iending Shipc Medium (50O1500 toru)
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grersive issu6 of Tlu Milibry fu\trnc (lntsnational Institute for
Strategic Studies, London, lyT0-792r.
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PqnnulTrensputs
Only thrce counhies in the Wesbrn Pacific have dedicated

personrrel traruporto in the ZOm bns-plus range (see Figue 8:4).

The eight Irdonesian shipe, allocaEd sirrc 1978 b its military
s€alift comrnand, are used primarily for the movenrent of stores arrd
tt'oops between outlying ganisons. Taiwan's eight ships, six of whidr
were cpmmissioned in the lah l980s, are listed as attack transports
capable of lifting over 5,000 personnd. llrey presurnably could be
used, for example, to reinforce or withdraw trmps from ttre offshore
Quernoy and Matsu garrisong in tlre event of conflict with China.

China's nfure Qioruhadass shipe were built in th€ 1980s as
attack transports. All nine are allocabd to tlre South Sea

Fleet, presumably b facilitate amphibious operations in the South
Chinr Sea. Two of them have been converted b hospital ships. Ttre
rernairder are each @pable of transporting 400 troopa and 350 tons of
cargo. Tlrcse ships have light cargo booms fore ard aft, arud car{y a
number of light larrning aircraft.

Unbuey Rcplenidnu;t Shipt
Only four countries in the WesErn Pacific curently have the

capability to conduct multi-product underway replenishment (see
Figure 85). Moreover, it is only in the last decade that rnost have
acquired the capability.

fapan has one 5OGton Sagamidass fleet support ship (with a
50frI'ton cargo capacity) commissioned n ly79 and three 8,10Gton
Towada<lass fleet support ships (with a S,DG.ton cargo capacity),
commissbned in the late 1980e. Taiwan's capability is bas€d on a
single combat support ship of 17ffo bns, commissioned in 1989, with
beam replenishrnent rigs on both sides.

Malaysia has two logistic support ships of 4J00 tons arud 4,900
tons, conunissioned in 1980 ad 1983 respectively. While the rnain role
of these shipe ie long-range support of mine counterrneasure (MCM)
vessels ard other srnall ships, they have secondary roles of comrnard
support, troop and ammunition transporf and training ships for
cadeb. Austsalia hae orrc Durar e<lass replenishnrent
tank€r of 18,00 toru, HMAS Succas. This ship was commissioned in
1986 ad hae a cargo capacity of ?IN tons of fuel ard sorne 500 tons
of ammuniti<m ard etores.
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Figue E:4

Trends in AnPhtbious Forcec lg7tJ-l$rz-,
Personnel TransPorts (+ZXtr tons)

Insdtute for
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Figur,e 85
Trends ln Logistic Shipping tfiltrt:gg2;

Undenray Replenishnent Ships (+?,(Xn tons)
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9roedve fsrea of Tfu MilW Belcce (Internadqul lnsdhrb fc
Stsetegk Strdieo, Lmdon, 192)-1992).
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Figuet$
Trends ln Logistic Shipptng lyl0.lggL
Replenlshment Tankerc (+1"5fl) tons)
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Srrcsdve beueg of nc MiliLr! B.Lttc (Inknatimd Institute for
Strategic Shdieo, London, 7ylDl902).
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Unilnut ay Rciloishncnt T anksr
Several rnore counbies in the region have tlre capability to

r€fuel naval forces at s€a anl b conduct limid multi-product
underway replenishment (see Figure 8:6).

However, very few of these tankers are modern. One of
Pakistan's two tankers, for example, is a 5,70Gton ex-US Mission<lass
ship, ccmmissioned in 1%4. Indonesia has the 5,10Gton replenishment
tanker Soto^& commissioned in 1%5. Irdia's capability is based on
two 6,7Gton Deepak<lass tankerB, commissioned n 1967 and 1925.
And China's six 2SXFton Fulin<lass tanlcrs, each with a single
replenishment rig, werebuilt in the mid-1970s.

Tlre rnore modern ships in the region include Australia's
33l0Gton Leafdass Watralie (commissioned in 1979) ant China's two
750Gton Fuqingdass tankers, whidr were commissioned in 1929 and
were the first class of ships built for underway replenishment in the
Chinese Nary. Even Pakistan's latest tanker, a Fuqingdass ship
commissioned r 1987, is based on Chinese technology of tlre 197k.
New Zealand's fleet supply ship Endrootr, commissioned in 1988, is
the most rnodern in the region.

Repair tnd Saloage Slips
Only six countries in the region have dedicabd repair or

salvage shipe (see Figure 8:7).

Moreov€r, only six of the 15 repair/salvage ships in ttrc region
have been built since 1%9. The ships of South Korea, the Philippines
and lrdonesia were all built between 1943 and 1946. Pakistan's one
r€pair ship, transfered from tlre United States in 7989, lvas
commissioned in 1944, although it reportedly is being modernised.

Surprisingly, perhaps, the nrost nrodern rcpair and salvage
ships belong to China. llrey include the three 1Q90Gton Daiangdass
subrnarine eupport and salvage ships, commissioned in the mid-1970s,
ard the 2JOGbn Dadao-class salvage ship commissioned in 1986.
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rrende * s"J;fffoiiptung 1ez0-1ee2
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Sncqdve iseues of fru Milirlry Belancz (lnbnatimal Institute fc
Strategic Studies, Irndon, l9ful9E2).
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TIU Influate of F.xb a-Regiontl Powt's
Overlaying the support ard logistic capabilities of the

rnaritime states of the Western Pacific are the respective capabilities of
the United States, Russia and, to a much lesser extent, several of the
European rnaritime nations.

Certainly, against the general level of capabilities in the
Western Pacifig the support ard logistic capabilities of the United
States, in particular, are predominant. For example, rn 1992 the US
Navy had an amphibious lift capability of 59 ships. And the Unied
States'capabilities in urderway replenishnrent, such as the resupply of
carrier battle groupo under operational corditions, leave npst regional
navi6 at an albgether different level of bchnologicd ard operational
coNrrpetenc€.

Indeed, even tlre much-rnaligned underway replerrishment
capabilities of the Russian fleet - with its over-thestem rrnthods, slow
pumping mtes and laborious acrounting procedures - ar€ a
generational advance over most of the capabilities in the Western
Pacific. Russia has seven undenray replenishment ships,21 urderway
replenishment tankers and 34 rcpair ard salvage ships, an impressive
'tail' by rnost standards.

Yet the importame of extra-regional powers, in terms of
rcgional power-proiection capabilities and the regional naval balanc€,
arguably relates not to their capabilities per se but to the influence
those capabilities hane on navies within the rcgion. C-ountrie in ttre
Western Pacific, for example, are exposed to the naval capabilities of
extra-regional po\f,ers during port visits, on pint and bilateral
o<ercises, and through the marketing activities of arms rnanufacturers.

Traditionally, and pardcularly throughout the 196& and
l970s, that influence.resulted in countries such as India ard Vietnam
rnodelling thernselves on Sovk't practices, whil,e countrie sudr ae

|aparg Thailand, the Philippinee, Australia and New Tealand most
usually followed the example of the United States. ln betr,veen were
such influenc$ as France ard China on Pakistan, Britain on Brurei arut
Malaysia, ad perhape Isrrel onSingapore.

Nowadays, thooe distinctions are becoming irueasingly
blurr€d, partiorlarly as forrner Soviet tqdrng partrrers look further
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afield, as the Unid States and a number of European countries reLax

their previous rcotrictions on atrnE $alee, and as the forrner Soviet
republics aggressively nrarlcet military equipnnnt inb the Asia-Pacific

rc8ion.

It seems likdy, therefore, that muntrie in the WesErn Pacific
will increasingly becorne expoced to a number of the leading+dge
tectrnologie and operational procedures in service with the mapr
extra-regional powers. They might include:

r New developrrenb in urderway replenishrnent.

. The employnrent of larding craftair cushion GCAO vehicles.

o New developrnents in shipto-shore transfers, such as lighter
aboard ship (LASH).

That is not b sugget that the Wetern Pacific is about to see

an anns raca in support ard logistic shipping capabilitie, not least

because few countries in the region could afford b purchase or
support stateof-theart derreloprrrents. Nenertheles, it doee seem
Ukeiy that countriee in th€ Westem Pacific wiU be able, b a limited
extent, to adapt sorne npdern developnrents to their requirerrsnts,
resulting possibly in sorne quib inrnvative solutions.

The Utiltty end Availability of Commercial Shipping

Orc Potentiel Solution?

One area for consideration is ttre possibility of countries in the

Westem Pacific rnaking incrcased use of conunercid resources for
tlreir support and logistics shiPPrng requirernents. Certainly, a
number of countries in the region already have dedicated navy ships
available to them, additional to those already noted. China, for
example, has some 14 tankers in the l,OGton-plus range and seven

lJffi-ton-plus logistic support ships. Moreover, a numb of crcuntries

already rnake sorre use of comnscial ass€b, both for the movement
of perrcnnel anrd storres, ard to support their fleets.

But beyord that, $'hi(*t class€o of comrnercial ships are
militarily usefirl, how rnany shipo within those dass6 are flagged to
the counbies of the Western Pacific and how many of them arc
realistically lilcely to be available for military contingencies? Those are
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qrrestioru largely beyotd the pundew of this chapter. Nevertheless, it
does seem usefirl to examine briefly the pobnHal utility and
availability of comrnercial shipping within the regiory not least to put
into context the sorrewhat vague notioru often heard expressed fhat
ctrtain countrie really do have a forceprciection capability, based on
their ability to pr€ee commercial ships into servlce.

The Ddirtfion of Milit adly U*fal
Individual countries in the region would each have their own

views on which classes of ship would be rnilitarily useful, under
varyiag strategic circumstanc€e. As a gutde, however, the United
States'-?7z!d \ryrt of the Conmision on Merclunt lvlrlnne anil Defanx,
published in Sephmber 1988, suggeeted tlut:
o Militarily useful tenkerc are thooe less than 10,00 dead

weight tons, capable of carrytng military petrroleum products.
o Militarily useful cergo ships are those capable of carrying 3,200

short tons of dry cargo.

. Militarily useful untnhts ship arc those capable of carrying
1J00 containers or about 77jJ/J/0.- short tons of containerised
cargo.r

A Suntey of the Regional Dirrctory

tplf"g the above definitions to commercial shipping in the
western Pacific would need to be the subiect of a separite, detailed
t_99y: Flowever, a ryrsory assessrnent against fiirytay's Worlit
Shipprng Directory 1992-93 provides tlre figures-shown at Tible g:t.

7 lhira ReTort af tlu c-onmiasin or fuladw{ Lt,rrbu lout Dcfav: Fhdincs d Frct od
Coz,trJusittts (c,overnment hinting offie, washingtqr DC, 30 s€pdm6er lgEs),
pp.1O11.
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Teble E:1

The Avdlability of Militerily Uceful Commcrdd Shipping tn
Countries of the Wcetcrn Pecific (ehipo opereting commercidly

under the fleg of thet countrY)

re Tankers Container
Ships

Iapan 6 26 lEl
Russia 6 156 59

United Sates 33 33 103

China 13 42 6
Taiwan 0 1 116

Singapore 4 n 37

South Korea 2 16 59
Indonesia 0 49 1

Thailand 0 6 19

Malaysia 0 6 17

Australia 8 8 4

Philippines 3 10 3

NewZealand 7 O 1

India 0 4 1

Vietnam 0 1 0

Pakistan 0 0 0

Sourcc: P. Malpas (d.), FairTby World Shipphg Dirtr;rory 7992-93 (Fairplay, Surrey,
799:D.

While it would be premature to draw too rnany conclusions
from such a preliminary assessrnent, several observations can be

made:

o Tlre predominance of ]apan.

o TIre relatively weak position of the United States.

. Ttre position of China at fourth place in the list.

o The lack of cargo and container ship capabilitie in Indonesia,
India, Pakistan and Vietnam.

493
281
169
721
117
7t2
77
50
E
23
20
76
8
5
1

0
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Strategic Sedift Developmenb

Given the potentid availability of militarily useful comncrcial
shipping in the Wesern Pacific shown at Table 8:1, lt is evident that
seneral countries in tlre region - notably Russia, Japan and China -
could develop a strategic sealift capability, if tttey were so indined.
That is, such countries have the potential sea[ft r€souttes to mone
stsaEgically significant quantities of foopa ard rnateriel in support of
larye+cale force projection operations.

Needless to say, the o^ly country with a developed strategic
sealift capability - and with the indination to rnaintain it - is the United
States. Yet somewhat paradoxically, the Unibd States does rpt rate
particularly weU at Table 8:1, compared to |apan and Russia, and
would be hard-presed to maintain a soalift capability if it had to rely
soldy on the militarily useful shipo under its own flag.

I-essonc of t E Gtilf Wtt
Certainly, the rcality that the Unibd Stabs needed to rely

during the Gulf War on foreign-flag shipping for sbategic sealift was
ofbn overshadowed by the desened acrolades for a superb logistict
effort. But in his Annual RWt to the kaiilant anil the C-ongras of
Februaqy 1992, Secretary of Defense Cheney warned that

It is important to remember ... that sorrre aspects of this
deployment - such as the large contribution of foreign-
fl"g shipo may not be replicated in future
contingencies.2

In the same report, Cheney rcpotrd that 168 of the 197
comrnercial shipe charbred from civilian cariers were foreign-fiagged,
ard that thoee shipa delivered 37 F, cent of th€ 3.1 million tons of dry
cargo sealifbd into the Persian Gulf theau'e.3

Tlv Dnise of tlu United Stcta'Madnnt Mafitc
Yet the inability of U$flagged shipo to rneet the United StaEs'

sealift requirennnt had been officially ttcognised in the late 1980s. The
Third Rryt of tlu Commi*sbn on Maclunt Mnhc enil Defatx, dated

US Seq€trry of Defene, Alrrlut l Rryt ro ttu Flsdznt md ilu Cc.qrcs (Defense
Delrrtrrent, WaCringlm Dq, Ftslnwy l9{2), p.Y2.
tbid,p.fil.

2

3
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Sepbmber 1988, noted that'the inventory of available ships suitable
for strategic sealift in july 19E8 wae i:na@uate b meet the
rcquircments of a single theabr conflict', while the shorffal for multi-
thelue operatioru woUa be in the order of 100p00 tons.4

Moreover, the Commission predicted that by tlre year 2ffi0 the
number of Ugflagged cargo ships and tankers would fall from 379 ta
192, of which only 156 would be militarily usefirl (see Table 8:2). For a
single'theatre conllict, the shortfall would then be 120,m0 tons, while
for-multi-theatre operations it would be in the order of 8m,m0 tons.S

Tablc 82
Trends ln the Number of US-Flagged Shipe 198E-ZFO

(militarily uscful ships shown in brackets)

Cargo Shipo Tankers

1988

20m

776 $76)

100 (100)

203 (154)

92(!fi',)

379 (330)

192 (156)

Sourcc: nbd Rt7rnt af tlu Cnnnbsioa on lvladolit b|ririrc ud Dcfttrx, p.12'13.

The reduction in militarily useful ships U$flagged ships can
be seen even rrrone graphically over tirre (see Figure 8B). Irdeed, the
n00 shipo used b support US forces in the Korean War represented
16.5 per cent of the nation's militarily useful ships; the 420 ships used

in Vietnam represented 35 per cent of tlre hulls, while a deployment to
Southwest Asia in 1982 would have required npre than 80 Pet cent of
the available total.

nbd Rtlrl/t of tlu Ccnlllllisrlbt otr *Hnnl Nhrbu lrnil Dcfaw, p.15.
ihd.,p.15.

4
t
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Figure EA
Trendg in the Availability of U$Flagged Cargo Shipe 195:l-2000

ooooo'ooooo(oolr,N

z

R ORourke US Strateglc Sealift 9rstaining the Land lin'ttle', Stntegy md
MaI Policy, Novembe 191, p3l.
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Tacklingtlu Issue

That is not to sugSest that the US military has been turning a

blind eye to the problem. During the 1980s and early 190s, it invested

some US$7 billion in strategic sealift, towards meeting tlre requirencnt
to move ttre unit equipment of three divisions and about 30 days of
supplies in a single sailing. That equates to the requirement for about
12-million square feet of @pacity and over 2 million short tons of
capacity for supplies.

The United State' obFctive is to be able to move about 21

million square feet of unit equipnnnt (ttre equipment and supplies of
five treavy divisions) in a sin[le sailing by the year 2000, with a follow-
up lift cipability of 800,00 short tons within the first 6'0 days of
deployment.o

Th€ United States'planned sealift force is as follows:

o Reaily resnoe force. 116 ships under the operational crcntrol of
Military Sealift Command (19 new RO/RO shipe to be

acquired 1993-95).

o Aftoat prepositioning force. 12 ships (7 cargo, four tankers

and one hospital ship) prepositioned at Dego Garcia, carrying
equipnrent and supplies for early-arriving army and air force

units.

o Maitime qqositioning ships. 15 ships (in three squadrons)
carrying the equiprrrent and supplies for three marine
expeditionary brigades plus a heavy brigade (two new

container ships to be acquired by 1995). One squadron

deployed in the Eastern Atlantic, one at Dego Garcia and one

in the Western Pacific.

o Fast wlift ship. Eight Algol-class vehide cargo ships, together
able to lift 93 per cent of an arrnoured or mechanised infantry
division.T

6
7

AnmtC Rtptt b ttv Prcsidcnt sril tlu C-ongnss' PP.9{-5.
ibid., pp.l0l-1{X}.
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Conclugions

Given that the key question under consideration has been the
impact of developnrents on power-projection capabilities and the
regional naval baLance, what then are the conclusions to be drawn
from the preceding examination of support and logistics shipping in
the Western Pacific? Probably the most obvious is that countries in th€
region are generally not affording much priority b either support or
logistics shipping and that capabilities across the rcgion are probably
lagging two or even thrce decades behind stateof-theart
developments.

In part, that is a cons€quence of the relatively srnall size of
most navies and associabd budgetary constraints. But it is also a
consequence of the reality that most navies in the region are essentially
brcwn-water or littoral navies, operating within relative prcximity to
shore'based facilities.

Most countries, therefore, have little requirenrent for support
and logistics shipping capabilities. Indeed, a number of those that do
possess rudinentary capabilities have acquired them not through their
own requirenrent process but as'hard-rsdowns', prirnarily from the
United State6. Yet having acquired such capabilities, sorne cpuntries
are understandably loath to give them up, given that such ships often
prove extremely useful for a variety of tasks in littoral and ardripelagic
waters.

Similarly, sonre countries have in the past seen the acquisition
of a range of support arrd logistics shipe as the n€cessary prerequisite
to acceptance as a gerious player within the region or on the wider,
global stage, or simply in terms of rnatching the capabilities of a
neighbour. Whether or not those capabilities wer€ iustified in terms of
the prevailing shategic cirrumstance, and whether they intermeshed
effectively as part of the total system, wene sonretimes secondary
considerations.

In contemporary terms, the two rcgional countrie standing
apart from the rest, in terms of rrew ard developiqg capabilities, are
China ard )apan. Chiru is clearly developing naval capabilities
relevant to limibd force proiection within the region, nnst likely
focused on the South China Sea. |apan's longer term aspirations are
rnore difficult to discern. But there is nothing to date, linlcd to its
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support or logistics shipping capabilities - apart from the ProPosd
amphibious lanfing ship - which would suggest that fapan is

assiduously developing a sustainable force proiection capability.

In Erms of the influence of extra*egional Powen, it seems

lilcely that all crcuntries in ttre Western Pacific will be otpoeed to the
increased rnarketirqg of new bchnologie and developments by
suppliers more prepared than in the past - because of the changing
strbtegic circumstances of the New World Order - to put commercial
considerations ahead of traditional, strategic interests. The result may
be that certain crcuntrie acquire unexpectedly advanced techrnlogie.
And others may develop or acquire quite innovative, non-taditional
solutiorrs iry for example, the areas of at-sea replmishment or shipto-
shore transfers.

In an associated developrrrcnt, sorne countries may see benefit
in the increased use of commercial reeources, irrcluding the

commercialisation of sonre traditionally core capabilitie. That rnay

have implications in definitional terms for ttre regional naval balance.

Certainly, it rnay be prudent to npnitor npre closely the utility and
availability of commercial shipping within tlre region, as an additional
dirrrension to the regional naval balanca.

Finally, it is evident that the Unibd States - despite sorne

bravado to the contrary - will find it increasingly difficult to maintain
its planned strategic sealift capability with U$flagged ships alone.

Countries in ttre Western Pacific, therefore, seeking a possible
bargaining chip with Washingbo on either trade or security issues,

nury s€e benefit in an agreement or pledge to assist the United Stateis

with militarily useful comnrercial shipping in the event of future Gulf
War-type contingencies.
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There is a grcwing emphasis on maritine capabilities in U€
development of military forces in the Western Pacific region,
particularly in Northeast and Southeast Asia. This reflects both the
lelative economic prosperity of the region and a growing cprrcern over
maritime security issues. Regional countries are seeking to take
advantage of the technological developments which have occurred in
recent decades in the field of maritime warfare; $ome are taking sbpe
towards defining their force stmctures in terms of what can be built
locally and what benefits cirn be gained for their economic
development as a whole from transfers of technology.

For all regional navies new issues have arisen. There is the
thorny question of balancing resources as well as the risk of opting for
too high a military capability and being left with the wrong weapon in
the wrong fight. Much of the new equipment entering regional force
structures is based on state-of-the'art technology and it is necessary to
develop the ability both to operate and to maintain it New problems
are faced: of training and management, of shore'side support, and of
testing and evaluation. Technologies which lead to force structuring to
suit the unique environment of the region also lead to increased rigour
in defining missions, tasks and requirements, and ultimately to the
refinerrcnt of doctrine and tactics.

This monograph is based on papers delivered at a seminar

Fi"tly hosted by the Royal Australian Navy's Maritime Studieg
Program and the Australian Naval Institute at HMAS ri,latsrin. [t
orplores rec€nt operational and technological developments in all
aspects of maritime warfare - air, surface and sub-surface - and
touches on numy of the issues facing force planners in respect to the
future of maritime securitv.
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